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This is the report of a survey addressed to Chief Nursin~ Officers










Any developrrent either ",ithin thcir district or elsewhore which thoy
felt they ought to draw to our attention.
Any developrrents which they felt \"ere particularly worth implementinr
at least on an experirrental basis.
Oevoloprrents whether imp lemented or not which they fe It ought to
















A similar approach was also made to Regional Nursing, Officers
of all Regions in England .
The questionnaires "Iere sent to these officers in August 1982 (with
a reminder in November 1982 to Chief Nursing Officers of Districts) •
Replies were received to sorre or all ef our questions from 143 districts
and 3 regions. Respondents from a further 18 districts and 8 regions
reported that they had no information to offer at this til1B on any of the
questions we raised about developments. Refusals here rocei vad from
14 districts and no response was obtained from 19 districts and 3 regions .
Detailed results from the survey under headings A. Band C abcve
are provided in the corresponding Appendices A. Band C to this report.
A wide variety of developments Was described. thc most frequently
rrentioned being tho provision of night and evening nursing services.
those concerned ",ith the "Jark of district nurses and the elderly. support
services for community nurses in the care of the dyinf:. nurses' especial
functions whether sp8cialist or liaison nurses. and in a sphere of child
care and surveillance.
Among suggestions for future doveloprrents. those most comrronly
mentioned related to the extension of district nursing hours to cover
evenings or nights. developrront of appropriate records/information





































As to developrrents about which respondents thought that research
should be undertaken with the highest priority, the areas rrost
frequently rrentioned \o,Qre care of the elderly, staffing levels for
community nursing services. roles of community nursing staff and
records/information in primary health care. The d1 fferences bebiBen
these priori ties for research and those priorities suggested from our






















The pUrpOSB of thB projBCt as a wholB is:-
'To idBnti fy, describB and aSSBSS schBmes involving dBvelopments
in corrrnunity nursing sBrvicBs, including in particular nBW
approachBs to co-opBration bBtwBBn gBnBral practitionBrs and
nursBs in thB provision of primary hBalth care. ThB Bmphasis
would bB on schBmes arising sincB 1974 or not already COVBfBd in
Bxisting reviBws, such as 'Primary HBalth Care: a reviBw' by
Donald Hicks 0976J and would aim to cover all schBmes within
thB abOVB tBrms of refBrencB, not only published work or thosB
which WBre (or areJ thB subject of some research investigation.'
ThB first (interimJ report of thB project was based on published
matBrial on developments involving hBalth visitors, district nurses and
practice nurses. To complement this review of litBrature, a survBY was
addressBd to ChiBf Nursing officBrs of all District Health Authorities






Any developments Bi ther wi thin their district or elsewhere which
they felt thBY ought to draw to our attBntion.
Any developments which they felt were particularly worth implBmenting
at least on an experimental basis.













The information provided in responsB to this request is the subject
of this report. The results are presBntBd in Appendices A, Band C, and
arB discussed in thB text of thB report below •
Methods
A questionnaire was sent to all Chief Nursing officBrs of District
Health Authorities on 3rd. August 1982. and to Regional Nursing Officers
of Regional Health Authorities. as listed in the'H.S.S.J. Directory of
the New N.H.S.'0982J. The Chief Nursing Officers were asked to complBte
the questionnaire, or arrange for the appropriate person in their organ-
isation to do so. (The questionnaire and accompanying lettBr are providBd





















One hundred and ninetY-four questionnaires were sent out to Chief
Nursing Officers of District Health Authorities and fourteen to
Regional Nursing Officers. (In the case of Liverpool District Health
Authori ty. the questicnnaire was addressed to the two Sector Nursiol3
Officors) •
By the end of October 1082, Vie had received completed questionnaires
from 111 of those approached in Districts. In addition 12 district
respondents had vJritten in to say that there \Iere no new schemes they
wished to draw to our attention. nor had they any information to provide
in respect of developments they "/Duld liKe to see irrplemented or research
investigations required in the sphere of community nursing at this tilT18.
Seven of the Chief Nursing Officers of the District had refused to
participate. mostly on the grounds of laCK of time available frcm staff
because of the extra corrrnitments associated with the ramifications of the
reorganisation in April 1982. Replies had also been received from 11 of
th8 14 Regional Nursing Officers approached. Eight of these reported that
they had nothing to add to the replies from Chief Nursing Officers of
Districts in their regions. One Region had recently corrmissioned a research
project specifically concemod with the developmont of the nurse's role
in a primary health care setting and the research nurse concerned with thi.s
project replied on behalf of the region. describing the project in question
and also areas for future development and areas for research. Replies from
two othor regions were received, both with suggestions for future research
and one additionally described a scheme within the region. No rsply \,:as
received from three regions.
On November 2nd., a further approach vias made to Chiof Nursing
Officers of the 64 Districts. from whom no reply of any description had
(1)been received by that date. (See Appendix 0 for the letter which
accompanied a further copy of the questionnaire sent at that tirrs) •
This led to a number of further returns with the result that the final
response as at February 28th 1983 'Nas as follo'"s;-
143 completed questionnaires
18 respondents who reported no new schemes and had no vievls
either on developments they would liKe to see implemented or
areas of community nursing requiring research investigation
14 refusals












,J8 did not hovlever approach three Regions \'Iho had not replied to







It must be errphilsized that in this survoy wo chose to n,ly on
respondents' jUdgemonts as to what 'IBS relevant to our enquiry in terms
of novelty and character of davelopments implerrented or \,orth tryinr;
out and on subjects for r8search. Thus tho enquiry, in the noture of
things would~ lead to the id8ntification of all or most schem8s of
a given type. Thus for exa"'!Jle whilst a number of rospondents indicated
night or evening nursing services among the developments they drew to
our attention, it is clear (SQ8 paze 6) that not all respondents
\'i th such schsmBS rrontioned them, perhaps because the scheme in their
district hdd been in operation for some time. HD\,ever what th8 survey
does yield is a catalo[uo of schemes :i1 being, or thought to be \.JOrth
irrplementing, and a~3as needing rescarch as seen by ~ypically)senior
nursing officers concernod c;ith cOrM1unity nursing services for most
District
that the
Health f\.uthori ties in EnEland.
completion of the questionnaire
(It was normally to this officer








Finally, WG 'Irote on f1arch 30th 1983, to the 120 Chi"f Nursinf'. Officern
of Authori. tios 'Ihich had reported cGveloprrents in community nursing
within their districts, to seek their pe~iosion to identify entries
based on their answers by district and \'Ihere avaj.lable by more specific
locality. In particular \18 sent each Chiof Nursing Officor the entries
relating to their distM.ct and invited them to m"ke any amendments to
these entries which they thought appropriate. 1\ number of respondents
(26) did propose arrendrrents, and all eXc8pt one authority raised no











Question 2, """vg you (or your organisation) been assoiated \oJith any
srhonES involving developJ1'l3nts 1n community nursing services. including in
p<Jl'ticular new approaches to co-operation bet.Jeen general practitioners •
and nurses in the provision of primary health care. If so could you









Sr,.)rt description of scheme
Where and when irrplemented
Was/is it the subject of any evaluation or other research.
t,as/is it a success. and is it/will it be continued?'
l1li Question 3: 'Are there any other schemes not yet described in the
'"
•
literature. i.e. professional papers or journals or elsewhere. which









Short description of scherrB
Where and when irrpleJ1'l3nted






Schemes exclusively or predominantly relating to specific types of staff
The headings are listed below with the nuntJers in brackets showing









Organisational aspects of health visiting (13) A.l
Health visitors providing services out of normal
hours (S) A.2
Health visitors and the elderly (including
screening and liaison health visitors) (14) A.3
Health visitors and psycho-social problems (S) A.S
Health visitors liaising between hospital and
community services (8) A.S
Specialization in health visiting (Il) A.7
A.l
...






Organisation of district nursing (12)
Conmuni ty evening and night nursing services
District nurses and the elderly (including
screening. help in Part III Horres
etc. and liaison nurses) (2S)
Paediatric horre nursing (4)
Day surgery (1)
District nurses in the treatrrent room (5)
Additional techniques in district nursing (2)
The 'Hospital at horre' scheme (1)
Nursing and related care - joint schemes with
social services (4)
Support services for community nurses in the
care of the dYing (IS)
MWviI VES (S)
































In the field of organisation 'development of attachment schemes'
not a new idea - was mentioned by several authorities. However in
one author! ty staff had reverted to geographical placement and in a
couple of others staff corrbined geographical and attachment systems •
The out-of-hours services provided by health visitors were all said to
be successful and continuinz. A number of authorities reported on the
work of health visitors and the elderly. In four schemes. health visitors
were being aided by or were responsible for non-health visiting staff
(S.R.Ns. or nursing auxiliariGsl. in making visits to the elderly. This
is a delegation of health visiting work which has not been mentioned in
connection with health Visiting to mothers and young children. Schemes
in which health visitors were involved with psycho-social problems were
mainly those giving counselling or support to post-natal patients with
problems of depression or isolation. However in one scheme. health
visitors were providing a general counselling service. and in another
a health visitor worked with acute and chronic psychiatric patients.
Uaison health visitors included those concerned with diabetic.
paediatric. maternity. psychiatric and oncology patients and the physically
ood mentally handicapped.
Specialized health visitors included those concerned with handicapped
children. diabetics ood travellers' families. Most of those mentioned




































As for health visitors. several authorities mentioned in the field
of organisation. that they had developed attachment schemes. with one
authority reverting to a geographical system and two combining features
of geographical and attachment systems.
Evening and night nursing schemes form the largest single group
(1)
of all the scherres reported (39) They include 'tuck-in' services
as well as evening and 'twilight' and the full night nursing scherres.
The precise hours vary considerab ly between authorities.
District nurses are heavily involved in the care of the elderly.
and this again forms a large gra up of scherres. In two s cherres. dist ri ct
nurses were appointed to specialize in visiting the elderly. and district
nurses were also involved in screening programrres. In ten authorities
district nurses were giving advice and/or help to staff in Part HI
horres or in sheltered housing.
There are a few paediatric home nursing scherres rrentioned. One of
these l~as reported to have failed because of the 'lack of commitrrent
from paediatricians and general practitioners to maintain children at
harre r •
Two authorities reported on additional techniques in dist rict nursing
in connection with the horre care of coronary patients.
Care of the dying forms another large category (19 authorities) and
errphasizes the current concern that dying patients who wish to stay at
home as long as possible should do so. with support to them and their
relatives from the district nursing services.
Midwives
Included in this category was an evening visiting service to single
mothers. and a midwifery sister liaising with special care baby units.
Night and Evening Nursing Services. Some information from the 1982
Handbook of Community Nursing (ed. by J. L. Gee and R.C. Gee. Asgard
Publishing Co •• Petersfield) is available. This listed 93 districts
(48%) in England as having a night nursing service and a further 35
(18%) as having an evening nursing service (up to 24.00 hoursl.






















Communi ty Psychiatric Nurses
Seuo~o' schemes mentioned here involved the community psychiatric
nurse as part of. or linked with. the primary health care team. Some
communi ty psychiatric nurses were reported as specializing, for instance
in 'overdose' cases. alcoholics, and the 'homeless and rootless'. In
one author! ty a community psychiatric nurse was initiating a scheme for
rrental health education in schools •
Practi ce nurses
Only two schemes were reported directly concerned with practice
nurses. both these rrentioned practice nurses being invited to attend
National Health Service training courses •
Developments in roles and organisations not speci~to anyone staff
type
The headings are listed below with the numbers in brackets showing











EXTENDING THE ROLE OF THE NURSE (1)
PRIMARY CARE NURSING TEAM OEVEUFMENTS (8)
THE NURSING PROCESS (5 J
SPECIALIST NURSES (other than with the elderly) (17)
LIAISON NURSES (l0)
HOSPITAL/COMMUNITY LIAISON SCHEMES (9)
MULTIDISCIPLINARY SCHEI"ES (13)














Specialist nurses in the community covered a range of problems,
including stoma care. mastectomies. rrental handicap. incontinence.
orthopaedics, coronary cases. oncology, diabetes and immunisation.
liaison nurses had been appointed for maternity services. diabetics •
general hospital wards and for the 'horreless end rootless' and between
social services and health services. Schemes for hospital and community
liaison were also reported for accident and errergency departments,



















Multidisciplinary schemes had been set up. In almost all cases
these were for the care of children or the elclerly.
Joint initiatives with social services inclucle two instances of
health visitors appointed for deprived areas (from Joint Funding and
Inner City money respectively), a primary health care surgery scheme
for the Homeless and Rootless at a Social Services Day Centre. and
parentcraft classes for prospective adoptive parents.
Schemes for particular groups of patients \~here the main interest does
not focus on a particular type of staff
The headin~s are listed below with the numbers in brackets showing
the number of schemes listed under that heading. and the page numbers
in Appendix A
Pre and post natal patients (3) A.45
Child care and surveillance (I9) A.46
Handicapped children I( 3) A.49
Enuretics (2) A.5D
Screening of adults (IQ) A.5l
Slimmers ( 3) A.53
Psychiat ric/Counselling (2 ) A.54
Diabetic patients (3) A.55
Elderly ( 4) A.56
Incontinent patients (12 ) A.57
Varicose Ulcers ( 3) A.58
Stroke patients ( 3) A.60
Miscellaneous patient groups (5 ) A.6l
The biggest group in this category was for chi Id care and surveillance.
the emphasis being on early detection of health or social problems. Screening
of adults included three schemes relating to men - otherwise they were all
'well-woman' type schemes. Of the three 'slimmers'schemes mentioned. two
III
..
were also specifically for men.
nUmber of authorities reporting
small units.
Care of the elderly comprised a small







Services for incontinent patients were mentioned by twelve authorities,
and included the provision of laundry services. incontinence clinics
and incontinence advisors. In one authority. a comnunity nurse had
trained in the care of stroke patients. aiming to rehabilitate patients
in their own homes in collaboration with the primary health care team
nurses. In another authoriity, a district nursing sister works within a
multidiscplinary team to rehabilitate stroke patients in the corrmunity .
Included in miscellaneous patient groups were a scheme to provide
primary health care for young homeless people. and a hypothermia group.
aimed at preventing hypothermia in the community.
Residual groups of schemes
The headings are listed below wi th the numbers in brackets showing







DEVELOPMErH OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM
UNDERSTANDING (6)
RECORDS/INFORMATION (2)
PREMISES FOR COMMUNITY NURSING (7)


















Of the nine multidisciplinary train_ing schemes reported. five
mentioned community nurses contributing to the training of general
practitioners. Seme authorities had been concerned wi th improving
primary health care team ~.!:lgerstanding and in ono instance. a facilitator
had been involved.
A miscellaneous group of studies and surveys IJilS reported. in which































Commentary on replies to question 4
Question 4: •Are there any developnents in conmLJlity nursing which
you would like to see put into practice (at least on a trial basis)?
Introduction
A sunmary of the replies received classi fied under various headings
is set out in Appendix B. In this Appendix the nurrtler of replies falling
into each class is given. but where a nurrtler of replies are virtually
identical. a typical exarrple of one of these only is included.
Health Visiting
Relatively few suggestions (2) were received in this area; among
those nentioned were the establishment of health visitor teams. a week-end
service for health visiting (including monitoring for cost irrplications
and effectiveness). the setting up of a health visitor liaison service
with local authority homes for homeless battered wives and problem
families. and a health visitor to be trained for screening and visiting
of the elderly.
District Nurses
Rather more suggestions (32) related to district nurses than to
health visitors. The most conmon suggestion (9) related to the extension
of district nursing hours to cover evenings or nights. The next most
popular area of suggestions (7) was in relation to joint schenes with
Social Services. especially in the provision of hone aides (hone help type
people). Some respondents SaN this as a suitable subject for joint
funding. others thought it best that home aides should be transferred to
the National Health Service. There was also a suggestion about the
desirability of volunteers to help conmunity nurses .
Six suggestions were in the area of district nurses and the elderly.
These included joint funding for district nurses to serve in residential
homes for the elderly. district nurses to be responsible for nursing needs
of residents in local authority and private residential homes; and the
establishment of nurse/auxiliary visitors without too narrowly defined
roles, so that the role of the regular visitor known to the old person

































Another area which attracted suggestions was what we have called
'The Organisation of District Nursing' (5), These were mostly concerned
with means of allocating resources in relation to priorities and
populations. One suggestion was for the rotation of community staff
between community and hospital to assess effectiveness of providing
continuity of care. practicality and cost effectiveness.
Community Psychiatric Nurses
Three suggestions related to these and included a proposal for a
'crisis intervention service' in primary health care and recognition of
the irrportance of community psychiatric services with funding for training •
Practice Nurses
The future role of practice nurses attracted three suggestions •
generally in relation to integration of care with primary care teams •
Extending the role of the nurse
We placed three suggestions under this heading. These included the
provision of nurse practitioners in general practice and the provision
of a nurse advisor in the surgery for health promotion. non medical
problems and counselling .
Primary health care team membership
Three suggestions were put under this heading. These included
suggestions that the Social Worker and the Community Psychiatric Nurse
be attached to primary care teams - though elsewhere there were also
suggestions of a need for para-medical support (physiotherapy etc.) and
for multidisciplinary co-operation for geriatric services.
Hospital and community liaison and support services
Interestingly there were two suggestions for use of beds at the
discretion of community nursing staff. in one case for short term relief
generally and the other for the use of G.P. beds for ad hoc terminal care
by the night nursing service.
other suggestions were concerned with better liaison with a view to the
earlier return of patients to the community where appropriate and of
hospital paediatric nurses undertaking follow up in the community in liaison






















Schemes for particular groups of patients
In all under this heading 20 suggestions were made. These included
5 suggestions for pre and post natal care, e.g. for pre-conception care
and ante natal home visits to • at risk' mothers irrespective of the
hospital in which they were to be delivered, with joint health visitor/
midwife input. Also there was a suggestion for well-bctJy/child health
clinics in the evening, so working parents could attend, and the
location of child health clinics in deprived areas to improve immunisation
and vaccination ratesand to detect more defects in the under-fives.
Generally several suggestions were concerned with the screening of
young children.
Incontinence was the subject of five suggestions. one of which was
the extension of incontinence schemes to cover enuretic children.
Training of Community Nursing Staff
Six suggestions were made under this heading including that there
should be st atutory training for school nurses and that refresher courses
for district nurses. health visitors and school nurses be mandatory •
Multidisciplinary training
This was the subject of three suggestions, one of which was that
community nurses should be more involved in vocational training of
general practitioners and another that general practitioners should be
involved in district nurse training •
Records/Information Systems
(8 suggestions). A number of these were ctJout the need for computerised
records to cover such matters as nursing workload. primary care team
records, visiting lists, child health and to facilitate transfer of
patients between hospital and the community. The importance of closer
relationships between hospital and community With special regard to record




























Comrrentary on replies to questions 5 and 6
Question 5: 'Are there any questions which you think need to be answered
by research. about past developrrents. Le. say in the last ten years •
or possible future developrrents in community nursing?'
Question 6, 'Please indicate below the topicCs) within the sphere of
developrrents of community nursing. within or associated with primary
health care teams. to which in your opinion the highest priority should
be given for undertaking a research investigation.'
Introduction
Both questions were concerned with areas which res.londents thought
required research. however whereas question 5 was a reqL'est for respondents
to list any developments in the past 10 years about whic~ they felt there
were questions which should be sett led by research. question 6 asked them
to state the topic(s) within the sphere of developrrents of community nursing
within or associated \~ith primary health care teams. which trley judged
should. with the highest priority be the subject of research. Thus one
distinction between the two questions is between areas where research is
desirable (question 5) and where it was most irrportant (question 6) •
We have in Appendix C set out the areas identified in response to
questions 5 and 6. side by side within each category of our classification
to bring out different errphases apparent in the answers to these two
questions. Broadly speaking one might have anticipated that the answers
to question 6 would be made up of a sub-set of those to question 5.
together with certain others since question 6 did allow the possibility
of investigations into developrrents not yet implerrented whereas question
5 referred to past developrrents. Le. in the preceding 10 years. In
fact it appeared that respondents did sorretimes not refer to a developmant
in question 5 if they were listing it under question 6. In the corrmentary
on answers to these questions. the relative frequency with which topics
were mantioned by respondents is first discussed as an index of breadth
of concern. some indication of soma depth of concern being indicated by
whether or not the topic was listed as an answer to question 5 or question 6.





























The relative frequencies with which topics were rrentioned by respondents
The area which attracted the largest nurrber of rmntions in answer to
question 6 was The elderly (we have included 21 rrentions under the general
category of 'the elderly'. there were a further four under 'Screening of
the elderly'. one under 'Health visitors and the elderly' and five under
'Incontinence' - out of a total of 143 completed questionnaires). In
contrast to this total of 31 entries under question 6 in relation to
topics involving the elderly. only three were listed under the sarm
headings in answer to question 5. In this case therefore respondents
tended not so much to be concerned with evaluating or otherwise
investigating past developrrents. as looking for research about future
levels and kinds of provision of service for the elderly.
Staffing levels was the next most popular subject raised under
question 6. 16 suggestions were made in answer to this question and 16
to question 5. In the case of this topic. the common concern in many
answers to both questions was the developrrent of {l lTeans of determining
appropriate staffing levels in relation to the work arising from. and
socio-economic characteristics of, the pl'pulation served •
Roles of community nurses were the SUbject of 14 suggestions in
respon se to question 6 and 12 to question 5. In the response to both
questions. the matter of the role of health visitors. often in relation
to those of other rmrrbers of the primary health care team. was the
single most common issue. In the case of question 6. the implication of
district nurse training (mandatory) \~as raised. (Additionally'Extending
the role of the nurse' was the subject of three suggestions in answer to
question 6 and three in answer to question S)
Issues classified by us under Records and Information were raised
by 13 respondents in anSWB'r to question 6 and 5 in answer to question 5.
In answer to both questions there was a recurring therre of the need for
suitable records ald information for continuity of care and surveillance.
inclUding computing facilities.
Pre and post natal care was raised in 10 alswers to question 6. and in
2 to question 5 (plus 3 to question S classified under 'Midwifery'). The
responses to question 6 were often concerned with improving services to
various 'at risk' groups of parents or potential parents. (Answers to
question 5 were concerned with aspects of the role and work of midwives •



























The development of Primary care team understanding was raised in
9 replies to question 6, and 6 to question 5. A recurring theme was the
apparent differences in perception as to roles between medical and nursing
merTtlers of the team.
Suggestions classified by us as Prevention/health education were
mentioned 9 times by respondents in relation to question 6, and 4 times
in relation to question 5, often in connection with the effectiveness
of preventive and screening measures.
In terms of frequency of mention by respondents in their answers to
question 6, the next most common topics raised were Support services for
community nurses in the care of the dying (6 answers to question 6, and
1 to question 5), Primary health care team merTtlership (7 answers to
question 6, and 4 to question 5), Child care and surveillance (7 answers
to question 6 and 3 to question 5), Technical resources (6 answers to
question 6 and 6 to question 5), Premises for Community Nursing staff
(5 answers to question 6, and 5 to question 5).
The Effectiveness of primary healt~ care teams mentioned by 5 respondents
in answer to question 6 and 10 to question 5, suggests that this issue,
whilst an area requiring investigation, was not one accorded the highest
priority by many. A similar conclusion is arguably to be drawn from the
fact that 20 respondents mentioned 'provision of intensive care in the
community' in their answer to question 5, but only 3 did so in answer to
question 6 (plUS 2 answers to question 5 about Hospital-at-home schemes).
'Attachment versus geographical deployment of community nurses' also drew
many more answers in response to question 5, (13), than to question 6, (5).
Topics attracting very few mentions either in response to question
6 or question 5 were ~_
Health visitors providing services out of normal hours
Specialist nurses
Community night nursing (clearly there was considerable activity
in the development of this service but not much inclination
to include it in the developments needing research)
District nurses in the treatment room
Nursing and Related care - joint schemes with social services
Communi ty Psychiatric nurses (again quite a lot of interest emerged
here but it did not seem to be reflected in a desire for
research to be undertaken in this area),
Psychiatri c counse lling
Practice nurses
Primary care nursing team developrmnts
The nursing process
Hospital and community liaison (though the emphasis on development
and evaluation of record and information arrangements was
partly concerned with this issue)
Multi dis cip lin ary schemes









Responses to Questions 5 and 6
Commentary on the suggestions of
research needed



























There were no particularly unusual suggestions in this field - not
surprisingly attachment versus 'patch' working. and the provision of
out-of-hours services l~ere mentioned.
District nursing
Organisational aspects of district nursing
One suggestion for research was the effect of general practitioners
in determining the work patterns and organisation of the district nurse's
work. and another was to find out how effective were the 'supervisory'
visits made by district nursing sisters in monitoring the work of nursing
auxiliaries.
District nurses in the treatment room
One suggestion was that the district nurse might be more
effective here than the practice nurse. and that the funds at present
allocated to the employment of practice nurses should be diverted to
health authorities for district nurses.
Nursing and relAted care - joint schemes with social services
It was suggested here that home helps and after care services could
only work best when organised in conjunction with the community nursing
services. and that this propcsition should be tested. This is an example
of the potential problem of both the health services and social services
being needed to care for patients at home.
Support services for community nurses in the care of the dying
Interestingly one area of research suggested here was into the views
of patients and their relatives. [he authority wanted to research the
most effective method of giving 'hospice care' expertize to general




























Provision of intensiva corrrnunity nursing services
Again in this category, one authority \-Jas concerned with finding out
what was best for patients, regarding the policy of Keeping patients at
homa as much as possible. The cost-effectivaness and value to the patient
of this policy needed testing, it was said, and other authorities also
wanted corrparativa and cost effectiva studios undertaKen in this area.
One authority. by contrast, felt that consultants and general practitioners
were in soma cases Keeping patients in hospital rather than at homa.
Community psychiatric nurses
An evaluation of the effectiveness of specialist community psychiatric
nurses (e.g. alcohol and drug dependency, elderly mantally infirm,
behavioural pSYchotherapy) was suggested here.
Practi ce nurses
Of particular concern here was the relationship between practice
nurses and health authority errployed nurses •
Primary care nursing team devalopmants
One authority was particularly interested in Knowing what would be
the •optimum corrposi tion of the district nursing team', in order that
safe practice, developmants in the service, job satisfaction and full
use of staff potential, could be maintained .
The nursing process
Sevaral authorities wanted to lOOK into the value of the nursing
process in the community, the irrpression being given that its value
was not proven.
Hospital/community liaison schemas
An evaluation of the 'lflOrth of exchange of visits between hospital



































Particular groups of patients
Pre and post-natal patients
Among quite a few suggestions in this field were two that were
oriented toward the patient more directly. One was a suggestion that the
support given by general practitioners and rrd.dwi ves to materni ty patients
should be evaluated. the other suggested that patients (social class
4 and 5) should be asked where they would like to have ante-natal care
and how they would most like to contact the health services once they
know they are pregnant .
Child care and surveillance
One concern here \Vas the real effectiveness of surveillance of
young children. and it was suggested that more parental awareness might
be having an effect on child health as well.
Elderly
Among those concerned with the general problem of caring for the
increasing nuntlers of the elderly. one authority raised the need to
look into care of elderly persons who did not f1 t into the usual criteria
for nursing or social service help. It was said that about a quarter came
into this category. and could manage with a 'regular check'.
Preventi on/Heal th Education
The need to assess the effectiveness of preventive scherres was
raised in this category. A rehabilitation unit for 'inadequate families
to learn modules of parent craft and mothering skills' was suggested
by one authority .
Miscellaneous care groups
The rrerits of providing nursing home facilities for the
chronic sick patient within the National Health Service. was suggested
































Roles of community nurses
Study of the roles of various types of community nurses was suggested
here. including health visitors. district nurses. staff nurses in district
nursing. school nurses. and midwives. One suggestion was to stUdy the
'patients' perception of the role of the community nurse'.
rAlvelopment of primary health care team understanding
Some authorities were concerned about the general practitioner
atti tude to the primary health care team. and wanted this looked into.
One authority raised the question of how many loyalties members of teams
could work to. e.g. with health visitors and district nurses being health
authori ty emp loyees. social workers being local government emp loyees.
and general practitioners being contracted to the FIJm11y Practitioner Committef.l.
Primary health care team membership
Authorities were interested in the possibility of attaching a variety
of staff to primary health care teams. inclUding social workers.
physiotherapists. speech therapists. community psychiatric nurses and
voluntary organisations such as marriage guidance •
Staffin g le ve Is
The numerous entries in this category reflected concern with current
recomrrendations and knowledge about st affing leva Is. Authorities wanted
investigation into leve Is. and revisi on of norms. A need to take more
factors into account when planning staff levels (e.g. local demography.
deprived areas. local policy on hospital discharges) was mentioned .
Another factor which it was considered might affect the load on staff
in the community was mandatory district nurse training and student nurse
training developments .
Effectiveness of primary health care teams
Authori ties \\ere interested in the effects of primary health care
teams generally. incl uding whether they reduced the need for hospi tal

























Attachment versus geographical organisation of community nursing services
Cost effectiveness and the best use of staff time were seen as the
main subject for investigation here.
Records/Information
Authorities were clearly interested in exploring the possible
applications of cOlTlluters, including their use in medical records.
providing a database for the primary health care team. and helping
corrmunications both within primary care and between the hospital and the
community •
Miscellaneous
This heteroueneous group inclUded one authority which called for
a 'consumer view of services provided by the health authority'.




Table comparing research priori ties arising from the
literature review and the survey of chief nursing officers
Developments in Community Nursing within Primary Health Care Teams,
a review. Baker. G and Bevan. J .. October 1982. Health Services Research
Unit. University of Kent. Canterbury •
Care of the elderly
Staffing levels for community
nursing services




Areas of research most frequently
mentioned by respondents to the








In our review of the literature. we identified seven areas where
it appeared that further research was required. From the survey of the
views of nursing officers. which we are here reporting on. it is
clear that their priori ties for research do not entirely coincide with
the priorities which emerged from the literature review. In particular
respondents to the survey thought that research was needed (in order of
frequency of mention). into the care of the elderly. staffing levels.
roles of community nurses. and records and information systems.
Areas of research identified
from the review of the literature
(not in any order of priority)
2.
A. Research priorities of survey respondents. and comparison of
those with the research priori ties arising from the literature
review(1)
4.
7. Regular screening of the




Communi ty evening and night
nursing services
Provision of 'primary care
workers' (1.e. 'home help'
type persons providing
domestic and personal help
to patients)
The roles of health visi tors
and district nurses
5. Schemes to keep patients in
the communi ty as much as
possible



















































(i) Research priorities in the literature review
...













In the review of the literature, we found considerable concern
expressed about the relative merits of organising community nursing
services in attachment or geographical schemes. but little evidenca
of research on this. Although some respondents in the survey raised
this matter. it was by no means foremost among their concerns •
Community evening and night nursing services
Although authorities reported a lot of developments in this area.
and a numbar said they wanted to extend the hours of service provided by
district nurses. they did not generally see the provision of these
services as needing research.
-
...
3. Provision of 'primary ca~rkers' (i.e. 'home help' type







From our review of the literature. we felt there was a dearth of
information about these workers - their roles, responsibilities. training
and cost implications. The survey respondents did not in general query
these matters. although they did express interest in the cost effectiveness
of schemes (e.g. night sitting. care of the elderly) ~~ere this type of
worker was employed. and in who was to direct them •
This area was identified both in the survey (it was the third most
frequently mentioned area in terms of'highest priority for research'in
question 6) and in the literature review as needing research. Respondents
were concerned in particular with any overlap of roles occuring. and
were interested in the most effective ways of deploying staff with
different disciplines and levels of qualifications. Health visitors














Schemes to.~eep patients in the corrmunity as much as possible
'"'III
This area was itJQntified in tha literature review as needing
evaluation in general. It was mentioned by many survey respondents as
an area needing research but only rnrgly as an area of highest priority.
'"'




Although a few survey respondents suggested research in this area,
espect ally into the relationship between district nurses and practice
nurses. it was not important to them, although it appeared to be an issue
from the literature review.
Only a few survey respondents were particularly interested in
research into screening of the elderly. although several more expressed
interest in evaluating screening programmes generally. Their interest























ii) Research prioriti~arising from the survey
1. Elderly
Respondent.s were clearly interested in the best ways of caring for
the increasing numbers of elderly people. They wanted to look into
who should do what for this group. and to explore different ways of
providing care in conjunction with social services and housing authorities •
3t:offing levels for communi~ursing services
A substantial group of respondents felt that current recorrmendations
on staffing levels needed revision. Thoy felt that more account needed to
be taken of the r pulation needs in particular areas and of changing





3. Roles of community nursing staff




























This oategory was the fourth most frequently mentioned as needing
researoh. Respondents were espeoially interested in the applioations
of oomputers. They mentioned using oomputers to provide a oommon data
base for the primary health oare team and as an aid to oommunioations
both within primary oare and between hospitals and primary oare.
B. Some themes mentioned by survey respondents in setting out researoh
priorities
1. Cost effeotiveness
This was mentioned partioularly in oonneotion with attaohment sohemes •
24-hour distriot nursing servioes. intensive home nursing. soreening
servioes. speoialist nurses.CSSD in the oommunity and health oentres •
2. Effeotiveness of servioes
Respondents wanted to k.now if the servioes they already provided. or
were enoouraged to provide. were really effeotive. They raised this in
several areas. inoluding 24-hour health visiting services. use of
treatment room servioes. extension of the role of the nurse. the nursing
prooess. ohild surveillanoe. soreening services generally. and the
establishment of primary health oare teams.
Respondents oalled for en inquiry into patients views in a number
of areas. inoluding oare of the dying. ante-natal oare. view of oommunity




3 • Patients views
•
•
4. Relations with sooial servioes
The importanoe of the overlap of health servioes and sooial services
in providing oare was apparent in many suggestions for researoh. This
arose partioularly in oonsidering the oare of the elderly. and chronio
siok.. but was also mentioned in conneotion with other areas. These inolude
night nursing oare. primary oare team membership. roles of oommunity nursing



























c. 'Why ha s there been so 11 ttle developlT'(,Jnt?'
The question above was put by one of the respondents in the survey,
and to SOm3 extent sums up the findings of this survey.
The schemes reported on were not especially radical. but represented
gradual development based on the existing forms of care. Some developrrents
involved extending the hours a service was available, for instence night
nursing. and health visitors being on call out-of-hours. Some involved
extending further into social services. for instance by nursing or advising
about the elderly residents of local authority homes. and co-operation
with social services in more intensive schemes to keep patients at home.
There were developments also expressly aimed at fitting in with the
patient's needs more than has traditionally been done, for instance by
holding evening well-baby clinics, and by midwives making ante-natal
visits in the evening.
Most suggestions for possible trial future developments were not
especially radical either. It seemed as if for the most part author! ties
wanted to expand their particular services in ways already tried out and
established in other authorities. [Some of the letters we received sho\~ed
that authorities felt they were trying hard to maintain a reasonable
basic service in the fact of restricted budgets, which did not allow for
much developrrent). One of the interesting suggestions was that district
nurses should have access to beds for terminal cara or cases needing
short relief term beds. This however could only be done by accepting a
role for the nurse (assessing the need of the patient for a bed, and
obtaining access to a bedl. which has been the province of the doctor.
so far. This in turn raises the question of how far developrmnts in
community nursing can take place without considerable adjustments in the
attitudes and conventions of the I~ational Health Service.
The suggestions for research wer" not radical either,although it 'Nas
clear that respondents would like to explore new approaches to problems such
as the care of the elderly, and the roles of staff in the corrmunity.
Their suggestions were often preoccupied [as roferred to in Section B
of the Discussion above) vJith cost-effectiveness. effectiveness in general
(were the services beneficial and did they reach those who needed them?)






































It would be of interest to know how much development and experiment
could be encouraged and undertaken within the current level of funding
in the Naticnal Health Service. Does a lack (in general) of extra
funds prevent development, or is it one of a number of factors? How
irrportant are the current structure of the National Health Service and
the Social Services, and the attitudes of the different professions











A listing of replies to questions 2 and 3
Question 2: 'Have you (or your organisation) been
scherres involving developrrents in corrrnuni ty nursing
in particular new approaches to co-operation between
and nurses in the provision of primary health care.
brief details?
associated wi th any
services, including
general practitioners.












a) Short description of scherre
b) Where and when implemented
c) Was/is it the subject of any evaluation or other research?
d) Was/is it a success. and is it/will it be continued.'
Question 3: 'Are there any other scherres not yet described in the
literature. i.e. professional papers or journals or elsewhere, which












Short description of scheme
Where and when implemented

















Notes on the schemes listed
1. The schemes are set out in the following order;-
(i) Those exclusively or predominEfltly relating to specific types of
staff (pages A.l - A.3lJ
(ii) Developments in roles and organisations not specific to any
one staff type (pages A.32 - A.44)
(iii) Schemes for particular groups of patients. where the main interest
does not focus on a particular type of staff (pages A.45 - A.51)
(iv) A residual group including areas such as training, staffing levels
and welfare. surveys and material resources etc. (pages A.52 - A.SBl
2. The descriptions of schemes listed in this appendix have been taken
verbatim from the replies to the questionnaires we received. Thus they























The descriptions of schemes were mostly given by respondents in answer
to Question 2 of our questionnaire (see Appendix D for a copy of the
questionnaire). loJithin this question we included sub-sections on whether
evaluation of schemes had been done. if they were successful and
whether or not they were to be continued. The information given in
these three sub-sections is given in columns in this Appendix. loihere
this information is missing or is unclear a dash has been inserted•
However some respondents gave descriptions of schemes in answer to
Question 3 where these three sub-sections were not included and so the
information was usually not known. In these cases N/A (not applicable)
has been placed in the appropriate columns •
An asterisk has been added to the answer 'Yes' under 'Evaluated' where
it appears that a report. or detailed statistics appear from the reply
to the question to be available or a research project is un de rway •
In a few cases. schemes appear twice in the lists. This is in schemes
where more than one type of community nurse. e.g. health visitors and
district nurses. are mentioned, in which case the scheme is entered mder



















































Paediatric hooo nursing (4)
Day surge ry (1 )
District nurses in the treatment room (5)
Addi tional techniques in district nursing (2)
The 'Hospital at horm' scheme (1)
Nursing and related care - joint schemes with social
services (4J
Support services for community nurses in the care of
the dying (19)
Organisation of district nursing OZ) A.9
Community evening and night nursing services (39) A.ID
District nurses and the elderly (including screening.
help in Part III Homes etc•• and liaison nurses)
(29 )
Pre and post natal patients
Child care and surveillance
Handicapped children (3)
Enurotics (2)






Vari cose Ulcers (3)
Stroke patients (3)
Mis ce llaneous patient groups
HEALTH VISITING
Organisational aspects of health visiting (13)
Health visitors providing services out of normal
hours (S)
Health visitors and the elderly (including
screening. and liaison health visitors) (14)
Health visi tors and psy cho-social prab lems (5)
Health visitors liaising between hospital and
corrrnuni ty 58 rvi ces (8)
Specialization in health visiting (11)
SCHEr~s FOR PARTICULAR GROUPS OF PATIENTS
DISTRICT NURSING
nIlJiJIVES (G)
COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRIC NURSES (11)
P?ACTICE NURSES (Z)
EXTENDING THE ROLE OF THE r~URSE (1)
PRIMARY CARE NURSING TEAI1 DEVELOPMENTS (8)
THE NURSING PROCESS (5)
SPECIALIST NURSES (other than with the elderly) (17)
LIAISON NURSES (10)
HOSPIT ,o,L/CDr1MI.NITY LIAISON SCHEMeS (3)
f1ULTIDISCIPLINARY SCHEMES (13)



























































CONTENTS (Appendix A) Cont.
flUL TIOISCIPLINARY TRAINING (8)
OEVELOPI'ENT OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM I..JNC£RSTANOING (5)
RECORDS/INFORMATION (2)












Organisational aspects of health visiting
A.l
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(and where irrp lemanted)
Geographical allocation of territory. This arr-
angerrent is corrplementary to the attachment
scheme. (Wandsworth Health Authority)
H.Vs. 'lorking in alignment "'ith GPs .. l.e. H.Vs.
are responsible for families on GP lists either
in total or in two social servicsB districts.
but also have responsibilities for families
in a geographical patch regardless of their GP.
[Throughout the City of Coventry)
Health Visitor/General Practitioner Attachment.
Each G.P. was visited by Health Visitor Manager
who explained the proposed attachment scheme and
the role of thp. ri.l!. Those Doctors interested
had a H. V. attached to the Practice - tho others
were advised how to contact a designeted H. V.
(vJest Birmingham Health District)
Change from Primary Team Placement of Community
Nursing Staff to Geographical Placement.
(Bamsley Health Authority)
All District Nurses and Health Visiting staff
are attached to general practitioners
(South West Hertfordshire Health Authority)
F,,)proximAte ly 20% of th,_, health Visitors work in
G.P. attochmont schemas in the followinr loca-
tions:- 1. Health Contre
2. Group practicss (ono of these is a
modified scheme with 0 rostriced zone for home
visi ting) (Nowham Health Authority)
Primary Healt:h Care Team/Shared Care. Large
GP practice on border of 2 health authorities
W. Lambeth and Camben;ell. Stockwell Group
Practice is one of the largest in the area.
18.000 patients. 7 GP and 2 trainees. 1'1.
Lambeth have negotiated wi th Camben;ell H.O •
to each cover the work in their own district
end prolT-de "wn relief. O.N. And H.Vs. "ill
cover all patients/clients seen on GP
premises. A Clinical ~ledical Officer from
each district will providc a session for
paediatric screening. (Wese Lambeth Health
Authority)
A Primary Health Care Team attachment scheme
is in operation. This is a part-district
arrangement and includes 15 D.Ns. and 11
H.Vs. - Not all are based at the GP practice
(The initial scheme was introduced in 1973-74.
No further developrrents took place till early









































































The attachment of H.Vs. by basing them in G.P.
Surgeries has proved more than beneficial in
this District. We have 6 Groups of G.Ps •
where this operates, m:Jst of the other G.Ps.
are Health Centre based.
(Harrogate Health Authority)
The attendance of the Director of Nursing
Services (Community) at the Local Medical
Committee meetings certainly gives every-
one a forum for discussion of topics .
(Harrogate Health Authority)
Personal contact with G.Ps. by Director of
Nursing Services and Nursing Officer when changes
in attachment likely to occur.
(Harrogate Health Authority)
Family practitioner attachment was discontinued
here for financial reasons, and we nClI-I have a
system of alignment. HO\~ever, the family
practitioner has a nominated team leader with
whom to liaise, and although the G.Ps. are not
very happy with this, \~e feel that we are
making the best use of limited resources. The
H. Vs. feel they are functioning more effect-
ively geographically and have no v/ish to return
to attachment until the G.Ps. have a greater
understanding of the role of the health visitor.
The Community Sisters aligned to good group
practices would favour attachment, but those
aligned to small practices feel they are
functioning more effectively by working
geographically.
(Hillingdon Health Authority)
A basic G.P. attached Community Nursing
rvice is run (South War"ickshire D.H .A.)
Description of scheme
(and where irrplemented)








































































Crying Baby Service. for rrothers with problems
in coping with child rearing - advice out of
hours by 'On Call ' Health Visitors
(North West Durham Health Authority)
Crying Baby Advisory/Relief Service. H.V. on-call
out of normal hours for clients needing advice •
Will give telephone advice or visit if
necessary. (Huddersfield.)
7-day Health Visiting Service. Provides H.V.
cover at w8eksnds during the rrom1ng. A H.V. is
available to take emergency calls from 9-10 a.m.
and will undertake horre visits between 10 a.m.
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'Crying Baoy Se rvi co ' - an extension of the H. Vs.
llorking Day. H. V. expertise available to fami lies
in fit ting into a changing society - not making
the client conform to the service. (f"I3ct.Jay
Health Authority)
Extended Health Visiting Service offering a H.V.
service on-call and visiting after 5.00 p.m.
Ulect.Jay Health District)
24 hour Health Visitor On-Call scheme. Ensures
rrothers of telephone contact each evening from
i3 p .m. - 8 i3. m. and 24 hour contact on Sat. and
Sun. Manned by a rota of volunteers - contact
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Part tiroo SRNs. were errployed to act as Geriatric 1979 Yes
Visitors. They were responsible to the H.Vs.
reporting bacK any specific anxieties regarding
the health care of such patients. They liaised
with the necessary agencies to ensure the
provision of the required services. statutory
and voluntary. Cases were referred fram
several sources. e.g. G.P •• H.V •• Hospital
Consultant or Hospital liaison sister •
(The three Communi ty Units within the
Gloucester Health District)
Employroont of auxiliaries to worK for H. Vs. in
regular visiting of frail elderly on list of
the C.Ps. to whom H.Vs. \~OrK in group attach-
ment (Walsall area)
The ~1aintenance of Health in Elderly people.
A health visitor. supported by SRNs (Staff
Nurse) and teams of part-time Nursing
I\uxi liaries. provides health care to frai 1
elderly people in their own horrss. In
addition to her health promotion and health
education role. the H. V. identifies sirrple
health and hygiene needs - for example
regular bathing. hair washing. help with
dressing - which can enable elderly people to
maintain their independence for as long as
possible. Because this team is separate from
the Acute District Nursing Services. the caro is
not reduoed when the District f~ursing Sisters
are under pressure. (Five teaoo. working geogr-
aphically. based in health centres. function
within the District - Worcester City, f1alvern,
Evesham, Pershore and Drai t\~ich)
Geriatric Visiting Service. Appointment of part-
time SRN to assist H.Vs. with high caseload of
elderly. Aim to visit those not 'known' and
assess physical. roontal and social health -
names gained fram Practice age/sex register•
objective preventive medicine, with the
elderly. £r1orocarrbe area)
Developrr.ent of a Geriatric Team in Health
Visiting.
































Corrbined Health Visitor/Home Nurse/GP
sessions for screening for the elderly patients.
i.e. hypertension. £Developing over the last














Health visitors and the elderly (2)
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A survey of all patients over the age of 65
registered with a group of 4 G.Ps. This involves
the G.Ps .. the H.Vs .. the Community Sisters. and
the Community Health Nurses belonging to the
particular Primary Health Team. (This is
specific to 4 doctors at Rowner Health Centre.
Gosport)
Liaison health visitors
Hospital Liaison Sche~e - Elderly (Health Vis-
itors) (Harmsrsmi th & Fulham Health Authority)
Geriatric Liaison. Health Visitor (Joint Fund)
Attached to Bideford. Northam and Torrington.
Co-ordinating care '''ith Primary Health Care
Teal1'5 and Day Hospital and three accommodation
sheltered housing schemes. relating directly
.l1th Geriatric Consultant. (Bideford and District)
Screening
. 'Screening Clinic' - keeping fit in retirerrent-
consisting of the monitoring of patients 65 years
and over in G.Ps.' Surgery by D.Ns. ond H.Vs. for
blood pressure. urine and blood counts.
(St. James House Surgery. King's Lynn.Norfolk -
West Norfolk &Wisbech Health Authority)
Primary Health Care Team Approach to Geriatric
Screenings. H.E. Dept. disease linked the
records. the Secretary sent explanatory letter
for the patients from G.Ps. H.Ve. undertook
contact visit. made aseessment and offered
appoint~8nt for mobile X-ray. D.N. and G.P.
screening. D.Ns. undertook vision. urine.
blood pressure. height Clld weight and G.Ps.
performed general medical examination.
(Wendover. Bucks)
Screening by H. V. and geriatric visitor in
collaboration with G.Ps" of 55 year olds and
over '''ho have not seen a doctor in the
practice for one year. (Health Centre -
Bloomsbury Health Authority)
Research into one general practice to identify
needs of the elderly in that practice - using
their 'age sex' register in collaboration with
H.Vs .. D.Ns •• Practice Manager and G.Ps.
(Roehampton Health District)
Health Visitor assessment of those 75 years +
inclUding full blood count and urine test.
Carried out in patients' homes.
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: 140ther and toddler group.
, Counse lling of depressed mothers. Appointment
'of two H.Vs. to join a research project initiated,
: by Senior Lecturer in Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry. (Newcastle upon Tyne based at the
'Nuffield Child Psychiatry UnitJ
Post NecAl support groups to consider value of
same - involving both G.Ps. and H.Vs. at Group
r'1eetin Gs. f,vlaiting evaluaticn and collation •
: (In Hounslow an d T',i ckenhamJ
Health Visitor to work with psychiatric patients
in large rural sector, mostly served by extra-
terri torial Psychiatric Hospital. vJorks with
both acute and chronic patients. Also those
patients served by local hospitals. Has led to
improved corrmunications all round and better
service to patients, including local groups
for therCF", support etc. (A district in the
. South of c.ne:landJ
: Postnatal Antidepression Cl ub. This is a group/
nother club, organised by Health Visitors and
'f1idl,ives, group self therapy, talks, discussions,
: exercises. (P,ldridge Clinc - Walsall Health
, Authority J
: Post natal support groups to alleviate feelinG
, of isolation und provide forum for discussion
for mothers (especially after delivery of
first bebyJ Organised by health visitors.


























Health visitors liaising betvl8en hospital and comlnl.nity services
Yes





































Special Liaison Scheme in Diabetics between
Consultants. G.Ps. and H.Vs. All newly diagnosed
or •Problem' diabeti cs are gi ven intensi ve
support and follow-up from H. Vs. in con-
junction with G.Ps. and Consultants
(Bradford District)
A part time Paediatric Liaison Health Visitor
(In South West Hertfordshire Health Authority)
A full time Community/Maternity Liaison Health
Visitor (In South West Hertfordshire Health
Authori ty)
Hospital Liaison Scheme - Diabetic Health
Visitor. (In Hammersmith & Fulham H8alth
Authority)
f"sychiatric Liaison Hoalth Visitor
(In Hammersmith &Fulham Health Authority)
Appointment of Liaison Health Visitor for the
Physically and Mentally Handicapped. (In
Kidderminster and District Health Authority)
Oncology Liaison Service. One H.V •• first part-
time nrn, full time working with Consultant in
Oncology to give Hospital support, and home
follow up for patients on cytotoxic therapy.
(Lancaster District based at Lancaster Royal
Infirmary)
StabUization of diabetic patients at home by
H.V. Selected cases by Consultant are stabilized
at home to prevent admission to hospital and
loss of earnings for patient concerned. Also
diabetic liaison H.V. follows up and educates
diabetic patients.














































•• Specialization in heal~_ visiting
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Health visitors attached to Child Development
Centre. Aim to give a high level of support
to severely handicapped children.
(Bradford District]
Two NNEBs. responsible to a health visitor visit
inadequ~~p or culturally disadvantaged families
on regu12r basis to reinforce advice given by
health visitors and support mothers with
premature er handicapped babies. They extend
the ranG8 Gf sirr~10 play opportunities for
children "." the horrB and clinics.
(Peartrec area of Derby]
Specialist Diabetic Health Visitor working with
hospitals and primary health care teams.
(Several Primary HealU, Care Teams - in
Sheffield Health I',uthori ty]
Health Visitor for the handicapped
(Haringey]
I'.ppointrrent of H8alth Worker for the Travellers'
families. This post covers three health districts
but is based in this one and is part of this
establishment. The H.V. visits the gypsy
families across the three districts. carric3
out treatment of minor ailments. liaises with
local interested G.Ps. and organises immunisa-
tion sessions. also liaises with hospital and
other agencies such as teachers for the
travellers. This is a post founded by the
inner City partnership. (Islington. City
and Hackney and Tower Hamlet Health Authorities]
Use of Health Visitors in Portage Training
for handicapped children in conj unction with
the Paediatric Unit at PelTbury Hospital
(In Tunbridge Wells Health Authority]
Health Visitor as specialist for rrentall
physically handicapped children. who is also
responsible for the co-ordination of the
assessment centre. (Shelfield Clinic
Walsall Health Authority]
Specialist health visitors for the handicapped
(0-17 years] linking with District Handicapped
Team. Offering skilled advice to parents with
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Specialization in health visiting (2)
Description of scheme
(and where irrplemented)
In conjunction with the Educational Psychologist
and his staff. H.Vs. were trained in the Portage
method of Training for the Handicapped.
(In the health visiting service - In Mid.
Stafford Health Authority)
Portage system. Teaching programme for chi Idren
with learning difficulties. (Cannock area)
Several Handicapped Schools for children 2-10
years. with a special unit for 22 severe
multiple handicaps. Placement of a Health
Visi tor/School Nurse on a part-time basis to
provide a link between school and home to
maintain continuity of care and development.
(Stanley School. Eastham Rake. Eastham -
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Organisation of district nursing
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District Nurse and G.P. Liaison. - D.Ns. are
aligned ,·l1th a group of G.Ps. and visit their
patients Vii thin a defined geographi cal area
(Haringey - all G.Ps. aligned Viith D.Ns. pre
1974)
District Nurses attached to G.Ps.
(Throughout the District since 1972
Newi1am Health Authority)
Primary Health Care Team/Shared Care. Large G.P.
practice on border of 2 health authoritiss - W,
Lambeth and Camberwell. Stockwell Group Practice
is one of ths largest in ths area. 18.000
patients. 7 G.P. and 2 trainees. \cl, Lambeth have
negotiated ,11th Camberwell H.D. to each cover the
Viork in their own district and provide o;m relief.
District Nursing and Health Visitors Vi111 cover
all patients/clients seen on GP premises. A
clinical Medical Officer from each district 'Iill
provide a session for paediatric screening.
A Primary Health Care Team attachrront scheme is
in operation. This is a part-district arrangerrent
and includes 15 D.Ns.and 11 H.. Vs. - Not all are
based at the G.P. Practice
(The initial scheme was introduced in 1973-74. No
further developments took place till early 1982.
when tViO atta(hments to G.P. practices were
establisr18d -. Wandsworth Health Authority)
Geographical allocation of territory. This arrange-




All District Nurses and Health Visiting staff
are attached to general practitionors
(South West Hertfordshire Health Authority)
Attachrrent of D.Ns. to G.Ps. - including treating
patients on the surgery premises
(Haringey - 6 Group Practices since 1976)
; Change from Primary Team Placemsnt of Corrmun1ty
! Nursing Staff, to Geographical Placement



























































































The attendance of the Director of Nursing
Services (Community) at the Local Medical
Committee rreetings certainly gives everyone a
forum for discussion of topics.
(Harrogate Health Authority)
Personal contact with G.Ps. by Director of
Nursing Services and Nursing Officer \~hen
changes in attachment likely to occur
(Harrogate Health Authority)
Family practitioner attachment ~,as discontinued
here for financial reasons. and we n~l have a
system of alignment. Hoy/ever. the family
practitioner has a nominated team leader with
whom to liaise. and although the G.Ps. are not
very happy with this. we feel that we are
making the best use of limited resources. The
H.Vs. feel they are functioning more effect-
ively geographically and have no wish to
return to attachment until the G.Ps. have a
greater understanding of the role of the
health visitor. The COI1'.muni ty Sisters aligned
to good group practices would favour attach-
ment. but those aligned to small practices
feel they are functioning more effectively by
working geograptli cally.
(Hillingdon Health Authority)
A basic G.P. attC:f'hod Community Nursing
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Service. covering the period
10.00 p.m. (North vJest Durham -
Cotml~LEvcning and Night fluming Services
Evening D.N.
6.00 p.m. to
03 rwen tsi de )
Embryonic night nursing service in the community -,
district nursing. (In Northumberland Health
Authori ty)
flfter hours District Nursing scheme. 24-hour
nursing care. 5 p.m. to midnight - night
sitting; 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. - casual sitting
(Gatashead District Nursing Sari/ice)
Twilight nursing 8.00 p.m. - 12 midnight in one
small part of the Health Authority providing
a total of 40 hours weekly Monday to Friday
only. (Beverley Health District)
Evening District Nursing Service operating from
6.30 p.m. - 10.30 p.m. In the first instance SRNs
and Nursing Auxiliaries errployed. SENs. are, nOl'J
also errployed. The service is office based •
Patients referred by the D.N. Service to the
Evening Service via the Answerphone.
(The Hull Health District)
Developrrent of Evening Service (Throughout the
Health District - in Harrogate Health Authority)
TWilight Nursing Service covering 6 - 10 p.m. 1980' vJill
Continuation of care of D.N. - Primary Health Care: be
Team for general nursing care in the evening.
(Inner City - extended to the rural areas -
in Leeds Eastern Health District)
Night Caring Service - for patients who would
otherwise need hospital admission. Providing
nursing care and aUXiliary support in the form
of Horre Care Ades. A joint Funded Scheme.
(A pilot scherre in Chesterfield for two years)
. Ewning Nursing Service ~Jithin City of Caroridge
'( Caroridge City)
i Night Nursing Service. It was initially developed
! because of the under provision of care in the
i geriatric bed situation in the hospitals. The
. scheme was designed to nurse the patient in the .
i acute phase for reassessment/prevention of Hosp- i
i ital1sation. 1. To nurse patients who require hosp-f
! i tal1sation. 2. To provide care and support for :
j the terminally ill patient at home. This is family;
! centred care as relatives need every support.
: 3. To nurse the patient in his home until death.
: (First irrplemented in the Waveney end of this
: Health Authority based within thl' Lowestoft Hosp.
: Corrplex. Also implerrented in Gt. Yarmouth end of
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Introduction of ,on Ev.ninp; Shift - 4.30 to B p.m. i1981 'I~o
This shift is nO\< bein~' inteFrated into the total!
Day Service fram 8 am to 8 pm. Staff may work a 7~i
hour day shift at any agreed time period within
the twelve hours. (Brighton Health District)
Twilight District IJurse Service
[Welwyn/Hatfield. Ware and Hertford •
Vlaltham Cross)
Twilight Nursing Service which operates from
7 - 10.30 p.m. (Throughout the District -
in South West Hertfordshire Hoo.th Authority)
FUll Night Service to community patients for
acutely ill, terminal patients and handicapped/
disabled patients/clients •.
(Small office at local Psychiatric hospital.
Chosen for reasons (1) manned telephone lines
(2) Not blocking acute sWitchboard at local
General Hospital - in Ealing Health Authority)
Night Nursing Service. (Sraintroe - in ['lid Essex
Health Authority)
Twenty-four hOUT" Corrmunity Nursing service
(In Hestings Healch Authority)
Holland Warren Trust has funded a pilot TWilight
Nursing Service for the Old borough of Maidstone
(Maidstone Health Authority)
Evening and Night Nursing Service providing a
small cover to all patients needing care dUring
the evaning and night over the whole Health
Authori ty. ( Tunbrid['e ,Jells Health f\uthori ty
Night Nursing
Evening I\)ursing Service)
Twilight Nursing Service. An extension of the ;July
Corrmunity Nursing Service, providing cover between i 1976
the hours of 7-11 p.m. As a general rule patients .
requiring this care will be (a) those who have
received at least two visits during the day (b)
those vJho are so handicapped as to require ass-
istance with getting into bed and (c) emergency
referrals requiring care after 5 pm and who
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Evening Nursing Service. 5.45 to 10.30 p.m.
(Throughout Cornwall)
Twilight Nursing Services - an extension to the
District Nursing Service covering the period
18.00 hrs - 23.00 hurs.
(Extended from Heacham/Hunstanton. Norfolk to




Twilight and Early Morning Service. Servioe
corrmenoes at 5.30 p.m. until 1.00 a.m. 1 SRN
remains on call at home for eme rgen cies un ti 1
6.30 a.m. when staff return to got patients up
and ready for hospi tal appointments etc.
(Within the establishment - in CarIDerwe 11
Health Authori ty)
:Ught nursing and twilight nursing service.
giving al.faost 24-hr. cover
(In North West Surrey Health Authority)
Twilight Nursing Service. Service is offered to
the elderly and young chronic sick and
terminally ill. 5.30 pm to 10.30 p.m .
(The whole of f'lid-Surroy)
Provision of nursing auxiliaries to work in
patien ts' h:HT'O. to sit through the night. do
cnoking. washing.shopping as well as usual
nursing auxiliary duties. Allocated for
periods up to five days for patients E.1rlaiting
a hospital bed or on disch"lrge from hospital.
(Weymouth)
Twilight Service. Nursing Auxiliary (Joint Fund)
Nursi'1V F,',' ,,1 }.1<;,,'.SS vlDrking in sheltered housing
schemE'" ,.:~ >,,,~-, ,;. 8 pm. returning the elderly back
to bed. bathi,' ,C c.;ld washing and checking on their
general well be... >g. (Referrals from GPs .. hospit
Bnd social SerVlCGs) (Bideford. Holsworthy and
Torrington)
Community Night r~ursing Service
(Commenced in Torquay in June 1977 and extended
to cover the whole of tne Torbay area in April
1978. In June 1979 the service again extended
to cover the Newton Abbot and Kingsteignton areas.
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Twilight Service - Nursing Auxiliaries under
the direction of trained staff provide a service
to patients between 6 and 9.30 pm. Assistance to
patients with undressing and general care before
night rest. This is complementary to a Night
Nursing Service which operates bet~Jeen 7.30 p.m.
and 7.30 a.m. [Gloucester City)
TWilight and Night Nursing Service •
Twilight Nursing Service - 5.00 pm. - 10.00 p.m
Night Nursing Service - 10.00 pm. - 7.00 a.m.
These se'rvices were introduced to give extra
nursing cc·'c' to the chronic sick, terminally
ill Pi)tiR~t3 ,l1thin the community. The service
is provic.'3o by Sm,Js. and fJursing Auxiliaries.
The Nursing Auxiliaries sit on a one-to-one basis
within the patient's home. [The service ~Jas
cornrrenced in 1976 ur;der the umbrella of the
District Nursing Service and covered tho District
of San cJ1,Jd 11)
The extails:'on of the District Nursing Service,
providin;; care from 18. DD - 22.00 hours with
furthor ,,):ic,r.,,~ ,"~I l}ltil 24.00 hrs. The service ..
aimed "'C ~·.···"."lly ill patients and their






























Late Evening Nursing Service. 3 SRNs. with NON
Certificate are employed part-time. 7 pm. to 12
midnight, to visit patients in their own homes
who require nursing care. Referrals are taken
from Day Nursing Si;ilff and G.Ps. Nursing
Auxiliaries are inc;luded in the teams where the
nuJTbers and type of visits j','stify the employ-
ment of a Nursing Auxiliary.
U'1alvem ........•
Evesham .
Provision of Evening fJursing Rcta
[In Kidderminster and District Health
Authori ty)
A Joint funded Tucking In Service to augment the
Evening Nursing Service [In Kidderminster &
District Health Authority)
Introduction of Evening Nursing SerVice - l6-20!














Community Evening end Night Nursing Services (5)
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'Tuck in' services from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
(Throughout the community cared for by
South Birmingham Health Authority)
Implementation of a full fJight Nursing Service
in the Community (Bury District Health Authority)
Twilight Nursing Service. Is an extension of
the D.N. Service caring for patients between
the hours of 7.00 p.m. and 11.00 p.m. Its main
aim is to improve the quality of life for
terminally ill cases and patients who are
severely handicapped. It gives support to
relatives and other carers of these groups of
patients. (Implerrented in one Sector of the
District and is gradually being extended as
needs are shown and finances allow. Has been
in operation for approximately six months -
in Blackbum. Hyndbum and Ribble Valley
Health Authority)
The Evening Nursing Service. SerVing the needs
of patients in the Community that we are at
present unable to meet. with special reference
to terminal care and the needs of the young
disabled. Also to enable sorro patients to be
kept in their own homes who would otherwise be
in hospital, by giving additiCJnal evening care.
(Rugby District Health Authority)
Evening tuck in service. Consists of a group
of 7 Nursing Auxiliaries controlled by N.D.D.N.
who visit patients of our D.Ns. in the evening to
assist with toileting. treatrrent of pressure
areas and helping the patient back to bed•











































District nurses and the clderly
Screening
Corrbined Health Visitor/Home Nurse/G.P. Sessions i 1979
for screening for the elderly patients, i.e.
hypertension. (Developing over the last three
years in primary care team premises - in
Pontefract Health Authority)
Gilriatric Care - Systematic Health Surveillance/ 11382
Assessrrent scheme of well elderly by Sf,~J in
Communi ty (So uth Un co Inshi re)
Primary Health Care Team Approach to Geriatric !1876
Screenings. Health Education Dept. disease linked
the records. the Secretary sent explanatory letter:
for the patients from G.Ps., H.Vs. undertooK i
contact visit. made assessrrent and offered i
appointment for mobile X-ray, D.N. and G.P. \
screening. D.I~s. undertook vision. urinc. blood '
pressure. height and w8ight, and G.Ps. performed














































Screening and Health Education Clinic, held
monthly. catering for all ages. D.N. Sisters in
co-operation with G.Ps. (Oelce Health Centre
Rochester)
Screening Clinic - Keeping fit in retirerrent -
consisting of the monitoring of patients 65 years
and over in G.Ps' Surgery by District Nurses and
Health Visitors for blood pressure, urine and
blood counts
(St. James House Surgery. King's Lynn, Norfolk -
West Norfolk g Wisb8ch Health Authority)
Geriatric visitors - trained D.Ns. aligned "Iith 1978
the Social Service Area Tearrs. (Haringey)
I::~~e~~/;~~~ ~~~~~~t~e~~~sG~~~i~~t~~~~;~ts 1~~~2'
it caUSGS much travelling around an area. Appoint-:
rrent of a Visitor for the Elderly. S.RN •• N.D.N. '
to cover on a gcographical basis irrespective of
G.P.(~!81'J Ferry, Merseyside)
Uti lisation of Day Care faci li ties to provi de
night care for the elderly. (Kingsrread Hospital'
(St. Georges Hospital), North Staffordshire,
',Jost Midlands. R.H.A.)
Gcriatric Nursing Tcams providing intensive
nursing care to elderly people at risK.
Refcrrals from D.Ns .. H.Vs .. Consultant
Geriatricians and others. Assessment by the
team and int8nsive nursing care givcn. then
referred back to referral source. We nave
recently appointed a Sistor/Heal th Visitor to
the team to provide Health Visiting input •
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Research into one general practice to identify
needs of the elderly in that practice - using
their 'age sex' register in collaboration with
h.Vs. and C.N.s practice manager and G.Ps.
(Roehampton Health Dist rict)
A survey of all patients over the alOe of 65
registered with a group of 4 G.Ps. This involves
the G.Ps., the H.Vs., the Community Sisters,
and the Corrmuni ty ~iealth Nurses belonging to
the particular Primary Health Team •
(This is specific to 4 doctors at Rowner Health
Centre, Gosport.)
Screening of the elderly patient 75 yrs.+. Set
up by nurse~ \-I1th G.P. involvement
(Two Health Centres - in Hest District,
Berkshire Health Authority)
Preventive health care for the elderly. Nursing ,July i Yes
Sisters, SRN, appointed to Primary Health Care Tem11975
as equal team merroers'to identify, assess and '
advise the elderly'. The emphasis to be on the
promotion and maintenance of good health.
(Three selected practices with corrmi tted





















Help in Part III Homes etc.









Four exp8rlenced trained D.Ns. appointed under
Joint Funding to provide health
advice to residents and staff in Part III
accommodation and Day Centres •
(In South Tees Health Authority)
District Nursing Sister selected to work in con-
junction with Social Services to improve quality
of life of residents in 2 large Part III Homes
Also to serve on panel with Housing,
~1edical and Social Service personnel to assess
before admissions to Homes. To provide expertize
on geriatrics and possibly at later date \-Iork
\"i th Housing to assess needs of people in ,Jarden
assisted accommodation.
(A district in the South of England)
; Sept. No
i 1980





District nurses and the elderly (3)
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Provision of Primary Care Nursing Services to
patients resident in Social Services accomrrodation
for the elderly. (Brighton Health District,
Community Nursing Di vision)
Sheltered Housing Scheme for frail elderly people.
joint financed by Health Authority, Housing
Department and SOCial Services. Health input
included discussions and contributions from
ConvnLllity Physician, Geriatrician, G.Ps. and
ConvnLllity Nursing Services. Primary Care Teams
provi de nursing care (Borough of Hove)
The Polegate NeighbOUrhood Scheme. This is a
joint scheme between liealth, Housing and Social
Services which links primary care services with
Warden Accommodation, a Part III home with a new
philosophy of cere, end the local convnunity.
(Planning cOrrlTEnced in 1978. The scheme is no\~
operational and further development is taking
place - in Eastbourne Health Authority)
Joint Financed post of Nursing Officer with a
special responsibi li ty for the provision of
nursing advice to Part HI homes
(Established in June 1980 between Eastbourne
Health District and \.Jealden District Council)
Residential Care funded by Inner Ci ty Joint
Funding (King's Health District)
Di;;trict NUI'~es attached to Social Services
Part III Homes for the Elderly to provide nursing
care and advice
[.Jursing Support to Residential Homes. This scherrD
was to determine the need fa. nursing support
and advice to be given to Officers-in-Charge of
Old Person's Homes (Part 2';) by a Nursing
Officer - District Nursing. This included a
regular assessment of residents' overall nursing
needs, guidance in the use of appropriate aids
and equipment and also the requirements of In-
Service Training of the Care Assistant staff.
There were 6 patients involved, the Community
fl'ursing Sistors diiJ en Lesossrrcnt visit
initially and the Nursing Auxiliaries under-
took baths >!here necessary. The Social Services
provided hOIre help 7 days per week, providing
a more flexible service in both tifT1£ and work
content. The home help provided a night
sitting service, which \vas very little used.
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District nurses and the elderly (4)
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Help in Part HI Homes Etc.
Attachment of District Nursing Sisters to all 1980 N/A
E.P .Hs. of the Local Authority to provide not only
nursing care to residents if necessary but in
addition to provide nursing advice to maintain
as high a level of independence as possible.
(Stockport Health Authority)
Attachment of District Nursing Sister to Aged
Persons HOrBS in a geographical area to work
with the G.P. visiting those homes.
(Miles Platting and Moston areas of Manchester)
Liaison nurses
Four experienced trained D.Ns. appointed Joint
Funding to identify frail elderly patients
admi tted to acute hospital on admission to
ensure well-planned discharge arrangements and
70 year-plus patients attending Accident and
Emergency. (In South Tees Health Authority)
The follow-up of the Elderly Patients discharged
into the communi ty from the Units for the Elderly
within the Hull Health District by Community
Staff Nurses. (Hull Health District)
A full time Community/Hospital Geriatric Liaison
~Jursing Sister (In South West Hertfordshire
Health Authority)
rlospital Liaison Schemes - Elderly (D.Ns) 1979
(In Hamrrersmi th & Fulham Health Authority)
District Nurse - Community/Hospital liaison 1978 Yes
(D.Ns, hospital based - two for general wards
one for the elderly) (Haringey)
Geriatric Liaison Sister. A D.N. Sister to liais8 1979 Yes
with hospitals, G.Ps., District Nurses and Health
Visi tors and other appropriate services on the
patient's discharge from hospital and to carry out
Home visits to keep hospital updated on patient's
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Home Nurse Paediatric Scheme
( GatesheadJ
Paediatric Community Team' Team of 5 staff, 3
D.Ns. and 2 H.Vs., all qualified paediatric
nurses based on the children's ward. provide
home care and coordinated services with the
generalist staff. (Implemented 1976. since then
has developed in quanti ty. quality and type of
work undertaken in the home - Brent Health
Authori tyJ
Community Paediatric Nursing Service. Home care
of all types of illnesses affecting children •
coupled wi th strong links to Primary Care
Teams. Regional Paediatric Unit and Day Surgi cal
Unit (Southampton Health District)
Paediatric Care Team. 1 H.V •• 1 D.N. - Special
Paediatric Training in support of Primary
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(end whoro iflP lemented)
Day surgery scheme. Patients selected for day
surgery. e.g. Hemiorraphy are visited and home
conditions approved by the O.N. Sister who will
be attending post operatively. (Kingston
















Extension of D.Ns. holding treatrrent sessions 1074: Yes
within G.P. Surgeries. (Beverley Health District.
North Humberside)
District Nursing West Mersea Surgery (clinic 1960 i Yes
sessions) (!"'arsea G.P. Surgery - in North East
£ssex Health Authority)
District Nursing Wivenhoe Surgery (clinic 1976: Yes
sessions) (Wivenhoe Surgery - in North
East Essex Health Authority)
S.R.N's (Staff Nurse grade) employed by the : -
Health Authority to staff. on a part-tirre basis.
the treatrrent rooms in Health Centres. (Three
Health Centres in Birkenhead)
The development of the Treatment Room Services in 1970 No
major and minor Health Centres prOVides a wide
variety of services for patient care. f1any
acclwnts and errergencies are treated on the
spot. as are routine dressings and injections.
The provision of computerized E. C. G. systems
alleviates the necessi ty for patients to travel
to hospital. as does minor operative surgery
~Jhich is undertaken by sorre G.Ps. All types of
diagnostic blood tests are taken and screening
of all types is carried out. (Based within Health
Centres using obsolete School Health Rooms that
we re originally provided for minor aillTBnt
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Addi tional techniques in district n.tJ!'Si~JL
Description of scherro
(and where irrplerrented)
Coronary Care Research Project - Diagnostic
Service. G.Ps. request service. Specially
trained District Nurses visit patient's homs to
take ECG and blood sarrple (cardiac enzyrres) .
Nurses liaise with C. C. Unit. Repeat tests in
24 hrs. (Nottingham Health Authority - forrrer
South Nottingham Health District)
24 hour rronitoring of cardiac patients at horm
using a small recorder attached to patients
torso for a prescribed period of time. Patient
keeps a detailed diary of activities during this
tirre. The recording and diary are sent to the
.Coronary Unit at Kent and Canterbury Hospital and
a reading is sent to the appropriate G.P.
Community Nursing Staff are involved in fitting
and rerroving recorder from the patient and in







1dependant Uf-! ,-; ,
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The 'Hospital at home' scheme
Description of scherre
(and where inplerrented)
HospitEll Elt Horre scheme. Provides hospitEll type
care for patients in their own homes. It is. in
fact. a true altemEltive to hospitEll admission. It
is the only scherre of its kind in the
country giving patients the choice of either
hospi tal Eldmission or home care.






























Nursing and related care - joint schemes with social services
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(and where irrp lernented)
Intensive domiciliary care of sick elderly.
Joint funded - Health/Social Services
(Thomaby. Stockton. Cleveland)
Corrmuni ty Care Scherm. The scheme represents an
atterrpt to find ways to encourage a range of
support servi CBS from the communi ty. tai lored
, to individual need. to enable an elderly person
: to remain in the community at a lower average
i cost than if a permanent place in residential
: care was provided. (In Gateshead District
: Health Authori ty)
',Care Attendant Scheme: In depth home care for ,1979
: severely disabled. based loosely on 'Crossroads'
,type scheme. Care given by Care Attendants
: (' unqualified' personnel) offering cross
:between Nursing Auxiliary and Home Help with
ibias tOllard nursing. (Southarrpton Health
District)
i Home Aide Scheme. the aim is to provide reasonable i 1978
:intensi ve domiQiliary care to a small group of
: clients; primarily frail and confused elderly.
,but with a number of severely physically
:handicapped persons included in the sarrple group.
i (Initiated individually in three Health Sectors -
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Domiciliary Pain Relief Service. Two D.N. Sisters: Nov. : No
(headed by the Prof. of Pharmacology) and are ! 1980:
based in the Pain Clinic. Royal Victoria InfirmarY; ,
which is attached to the University providing a '
Regional service to patients suffering from
chronic intractable pain. The two Sisters follow-
up patients who have attended the clinic but also
take referrals from Community Nurses and/or G.Ps.
who require help or support in the care of
terminally ill patients in their practices. Dne I
of the Sisters spends much of her tirre in talking:
to various professional groups and sorre voluntary :
groups about 'Care of the Dying'. The introduct- !
ion of this Service has generated a great deal
of interest in pain relief and care of the
dying, (In Newcast le Health Authority)
The introduction of elTploying Marie Curie Nurses
to cOlTplerrent the Social Services Nigrt Sitters
service and to relieve relatives both during the
day, evening and night. (Hull Health District)
To improve Horre Care services for the term:l.nally
ill. (in Grimsby Health Authority)
Term:l.nally III Adviser. To ilTprove quality of
life of term:l.nally ill patients and their
family through advice, support and liaison with
relatives and organizations. To liaise with
Hospitals and Hospices. (Bradford District -
Term:l.nally III Adviser first attended Joint
Board of Clinical Nursing Studies Course)
Provision of Advisory Service in relation to
Term:l.nal Illness. District Nursing Sister acts
as 'Resource Person'. (Huddersfield Health
Authority - Community)
Joint Community Nursing and Medical Seminar
'Care of the Term:l.nally III and Bereaved'
(South Uncolnshire)
ContinUing Care Team. Small team of very exper-
ienced D.Ns. and H. V. wi th JBCNS Course "Care of
the Dying'. Advising, support to diagnosed Cancer
patients and relatilll3s, throughout clinical
treatrrent and term:l.nal changes. Professional
















































support services for community nurses in the care
















.1982 ,- ,- -
1980 Yes Yes 'Dormant' at
present dUJ
, to a vacancy.


























Des cripti on of scheme
(and where implemented)
Terminal Care AdvisorY Service D.N. and H.V.
Link to be established with Hospital Team.
(In Hammersmith &Fulham Health Authority)
District Nurse Advisor for Terminal Care
(Haringey - present scherro 1980 - prior to this
implementation the service was part of the
Macmillan Home Care Scheme - Hackney)
Terminal Care Nurse attached to the Macmillan
Service/SRN/NON. This nurse works with the
Macmillan Team based at St. Joseph's Hospice.
They come out into health districts around St.
Joseph's Hospice to allow those who wish to do
so. to die at home with dignity. They work
under the direction of Dr. R.F. Pugsley. Their
great expertise lies in being able to keep the
patients free from pain and the other complica-
tions of terminal cancer. ~lany G.Ps. use the
Macmillan Service. (Islington)
Communi ty nursing terminal care service. This
is extending into a Sy~ptom Control Team
dUring 1983. The two Nursing Sisters in post.
two additional Nursing Sisters to be appointed.
a ~1edical Officer and a Social Worker will
complete the Team. [Brighton Health District.
Community Nursing Division)
, Hospice at Home Scheme started as joint charity
and Health Authority scheme using three nurses
and two doctors for consultation and counselling.
The patients needing actual physical nursing care
. are nursed by Corrmuni ty Nurses and H. Vs. may be
involved in the families. [Covering the whole
, Heal th Authority and some parishes in North
. Sussex. )
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Macmillan Home Care Scheme. Specialist nurses for
terminally ill. (Pilot scheme for the Country)
(Truro/St. Austell area .. " ...
Falmouth, Roseland and WadebridgelBodmin area ••
Penzance. Cambome, Redruth & Liskeard areas .... )
Macmillan Community Nursing Service.
For patients with cancer and terminal illness with
a counselling service for the dying and the




Support services for community nurses in the care of the dying (3)
Introduction of a Macmillan Continuing Care Team
to support patients suffering from Cancer, and
their relatives. both in hospital and at home.
Maintaining close links with G.Ps., corrrnuni ty
nursing staff and hospital consultants.
(Throughout Kingston and Richmond)
Salisbury Hospice Care Trust, Macmillan Nursing
Service - to help care for terminally ill
patients in their own homes and to give support
to families. Supported by National Society for
Cancer Research. (Started in Salisbury - three
nurses so far trained working \~ith Honorary
Medical Director)
!
i Continuing Care Scheme: Providing continuity
! of care for ';erminally ill patients, with liaisoni staff advising both hospital and corrrnuni ty staff
f on pain and syrrptom control.. (Irrplemented
: with a six-be deled unit in a peripheral hospital
i and one full-time Sister. Salary divided equallyi between hospital and community bUdgets, granted
i by NSCR for a three-year period - In N.W.
i Surrey Health Authority),
In short space of tier,
of the present 93rviCfJ
many demands on stafi.
Financed by voluntary
national Society - D['
agreement for the
Health Authority tG
fund posts in 3 ',Bar'c;
time .
Hospice (to be opened this year) The hospice is to Jan. N/A N/A N/A
be an establishment to give relief support and 1983
a counselling service to patients, friends and
relatives of the terminally ill. It will bs run
in conjunction with the pain reUs" clinic already
established within the District. Pa~:jents will be
admitted at times of stress and wL;~ be mainly
short-stay patients when therapy has been adjusted
or a critical period overcnrrP. (Fo: ch" patients
within the District at Park Lee Site - in
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Asian Language Course for Community Midwives
(Butts Centre, Walsall)
All women booked with the G.P. are seen by Community1980 Yes
~1idwives at home as early in pregnancy as possible
for general counselling, and are visited again for
counselling as often as necessary during pregnancy,
apart from clinical examinations.
(ThroUghout the district - North Bedfordshire
Health Authority)
Booking A.N. patients for Hospital Delivery.
Patients will be booked by the Community flid\vife
and the G.P. at the G.P. surgery in selected
G.P. practices. (Brighton Health Authority
Maternity Department)
Appointment of Midwifery Sister to liaise with
Special Care Baby Units in neighbouring Districts
(Kidderminster and District Health Authority)
Community Midwifery Services - Provision of
hospital based midwives from the Antenatal
Clinic providing an Evening Home Visiting Service
to single mothers. Visiting provided for single
pregnancies booked to deliver in the local
hospit al. (Stockport Dis trict)
(This scheme was it'Plemented when the review was
made of the local high perinatal mortality
rate)
Community Midwives Education - In co-operation with 1981 Yes
the Health Education Department in Stockport, we
have been able to provide the Educational
Programme for Community Midwives to irrprove their
teaching techniques. (Stockport District)
Community Miavives though not G.P. attached run 1974 Yes
Antenatal Clinics in co-operation with G,Ps •
(Ongoing from approximately 1974 in G,Ps.
surgeries - ~Jorth Manchester Health Authori tyl
. 'Domino' Midwifery - District Nurse/Midwives ,Nov.
: providing skilled mid\~ifery care at patients' horros :1979
and within the General Practitioner unit of the
Maternity Hospital. (Beverley area)
~18 have been successful in several primary health i1974 Yes
care settings, to persuade G.Ps. to alternate \-lith
Midwives in seeing their patients for antenatal
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This scheme is a pilot study to establish the
feasibility of community psychiatric nurses
undertaking direct referrals from G.Ps. Tho
trial to run for six months and then evaluated
A nurse to be assigned to a specific primary
care team. No more than 30% of the nurses time
to be spent on direct referrals from the primary
care team. FSMI referrals to be excluded in view
of the proposed appointment of a community nurse
for this area of work. Clinical responsibility
to rest with the G.Ps. Drugs to be prescribed
and obtained by the patient or re lative in the
usual way (Four p;enorol practicGs to be covered, eaoh consisting of
. 4 to 5 G.Ps. within the \Jakefield Health Authority)
Child Psychiatry. Two nurses work 50% each of . HJ79' Yes Yes; Yes
their time in the Child Psyohiatric Services (Has been successful :'.,1
based at Edg\;are General Hospital. This involves (terms of job sotis-
the Community Psychiatric Nurses in Family (faotion for the
Therapy and Play Therapy. (Ed~are General (Community Psychii3trio
Hospital) (Nurse and the pSycf\-
(iatric team involvdu.
(Question of succoss in
(familial terms is
(diffioult to aSS8SS
Communi ty Psychiatric Nursing Se rvice. Health
Centre based linking Community Nursing wi th
general practitioners, consultants and Social
Services. (Derwentside)
Development of Community Psychiatry Nursing
Service. Aocepting referrals from G.P's.
(Unusual in the faot little input. From
Consultant Psychiatrist)
(Northallerton district)
f'lsntal Health Education in schools. Developed as
a result of one Community Psychiatric Nurse's
attendance at Joint Board of Clinical iJursing
Studies Course 810 in 1977/78. This involves
discussion with 3rd, 4th and 6th formers on
aspects of mental health. Teachers are involved
ei ther as active participants, or observers. Long
term objeotive will be in line with the 'Thinkwell'
projeot which will mean that the teachers will
finally take over the role that the C.P ,N. carried
out. (Ashmole and Whitefields Corrprehensive
Schools)
Primary Htlalth Cam Ttlam Attachment at a nOlI hnalthAug. Yes':
centre on a part-time (50%) basis equating with one1981'








































































COImIunity psychiatric nurses (2)
Description of scheme
(and where implerrented)
Introduction of a community psychiatric nurse
into the primary health care team. (Med.iay H.A.)
At the present time a project is being under-
taken by the Psychiatric Divisional Nursing
Officer to evaluate the need for C.P.N. involve-
ment with the primary health care team (Stockport
H. A.)
Appointment of Community Psychiatric Nurse deal-
ing with 'overdoee' clients co-operating and
working mainly \~ith casualty and G.Ps.
(North ~Ianchester General Hospital)
Appointment of C.P.N. dealing with inner City
Hostels, Horreless and I~ootless. \'iorking wi th G.Ps.
and other interested agencies (part-time)
(North Manchester General Hospital)
A C.P.N. appointed to deal with alcoholl.cs with a
special emphasis on primary care, e.g. community-
based services for alcoholics involving G.Ps.


















































Involvement of GP practice nurse in post basic
N.H.S. education and training on 'recognition
and treatment of Anaphylactic shock' •
(Roeharrpton Health District)
G.P. Practice Nursos invited to Nursing Officers
Unit Meetings and Community oriented Study Days
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EXTENDING THE ROLE OF THE NURSE
Description of schsrr8
(and where implemented)
Collaborative practice of General Practitioner
and Nurse Practitioner. NP. holding consultation
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Attachment of Health Visitor Aide (State Enrollod
Nurse) to Primary Health Care Team. (Acton
Health Centrel
Assessment of Nursing Functions, i.e. D.N., H.V.,
and School Nursing and identi fying principlos
relating to the Primary Health Care Nursing
model. (South Lincolnshire)
Formation of Nursing Teams. Le. H.V.. D.N..
t1idwives has shown promiso of ilJl.lroved toam
concept and in some instances practice meetings
have started and involverrent of General
Practitioners. (Health Centres and Clinics
for Nursing Teams Practice Meetings in
G.P. surgeries, South Bedfordshire areal
Integrated Nursing. Service '
Corrmunity Nurses, ""'1.e. nGa!th visitors, district 11975
nurses, school nurses, functioning from a cottagG !
hospital base, sharing facilities and communications!
wi th hospital nurses. Services coordinated by nne i
nursing officer. (Four Units in marK8t to\,ms, i
Leicestershire areal
IlJl.llerrentation of the District Nursing Team.
Attached to group practices or groups of doctors.
Toaoo consist of trained district nursos, nurses
in training, state enrolled nurses, part time
staff and auxiliaries. These small teams are
joined together to make larger teams. Tllis helps
to relieve pressure dUring sickn8ss, ,o.'/L and
training. Teams get to know each others patients,
pooled Knowledge, better comprehensive nursing
care. (In two units in the district of Kingston
& Esherl
Establishing a Staff Nurse grade in the








































The Nursing Organisation has been formed
into District Nursing Teams including trained
and untrained D.N. regardless of attachrront and
g'30graphical allocation. The idea is contin ui ty
of care by one Nursing Team •
(Throughout the district of Wandsworth)
Re-structuring of District fJursing Service
providing District Nursing Teams within each
primary care team. Each team equals one D.N.
Sister (Team Leader), 2-3 Enrolled Nurses, 1-3
Nursing Auxiliaries. This team allows for
clarification and developrrent of the D.N •
Sister's role and appropriate deployrrent of the
other nursing team merrbers. This team concept is
also reflected in our Extended Care Service
(Nights) (Frenchay Health Authority)











































1982 'No ,Benefits not YGt
'fully establishod








































'The Nursing Process'. with the attendant
docurrsntation (Corrrnunity - North Derbyshire H.A.)
Review D:l.strict Nursing patients I records. to
irrp lerrsn t the 'n ursin g process'
(Leicestershire Health Authority)
Irrplerrsntation of Nursing Process
(Primary Care D:l.vision - CantJridge
Health Authority)
The ilTplerrentation of the Nursing Process
(The whole of Mid-Surrey)
The Nursing Process. This is now being carried
out in an increasing nuntJer of Primary Health
Care Teams in the D:l.strict and we are
considering a pilot scherre with health
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Provision of Stoma Care Service to patients in . Nov.
hospital and the Community. Patient contact 1978
established prior to operation. Advice to patients,
Ward Sisters etc. regarding suitability of
appliances. Follow up care liaising with primary
care team during home visits. Teaching Student
and post graduate staff irrportant corrponent of
the scheme. (District Nurse based at Huddersfield:
Royal Infirmary with clinic facilities and











Stoma care nurse in Hospital and Community. To
visit surgical wards/Out Patients Departments
at hospitals iYld convalescent homes. To under-
take domiciliary visits pre and post operatively.
To liaise with District Nurso, Ward Sister,
Family Practitioners, Consultants and other
I"l3dical Officers. as required, Social ~Jorkers
and other statutory bodies as necessary. To
participate in teaching, training, and educating
Hospital and Community staff in Stoma care. To





















Specialist nurses in geriatrics, stomatherapy and ,-
mastectomy counselling, and we are hoping at some
time in the future to develop a specialist nurse
in the care of diabetic patients. However at this












A diabetic sister working two days in the
community (Hillingdon Health Authority)
Conmuni ty Nurse appointed. I"l3nta1 HiYldicap
(HarTITBrsm1th & Fulham Health Authority)
District Nurse advisor for Stoma Care
(Haringey)
District Nurse Advisor for MastectofTt{ Care
(Haringey)
Community Sister, Mental Handicap - doing home
visits to discuss and help with iYly practical
problems regarding care of handicapped children.
iYld to provide support and advice to parents
of new born or newly recognised handicapped
children, also to advise on other agencies who
may be able to assist. A second community sister
has now been appointed. (Medway Health District)
, Stoma care district nurse. (Croydon H.A.)
• Appointment of Home Nursing Sister with specialist :-
responsibility and training for Stoma and




















Specialist nurses (other than with elderly) (2) A.37




































No Yes Yes 1 (See
note be 10vI)






163 We; have attached specialist nurses (including June No
stoma therapist. incontinence nurse specialists in 1982
orthopaedics and coronary care) to the nursing
teams. (Health Centres. South Birmingham
Health Authority)
176 Appointment of Community Oncology Nurse Specialist.·Mid
(Community Division. Stockport Health Authority) 1980
176 Appointment of Di€tJetic Nurse Specialist .Late
(A District-wide service managed by the '1980
Community Nursing Division. Stockport Health
Authori ty)
, Yes 'Yes
Feb. Yearly N/A N/A
1980
1(176) Yes. VGry successful, not only Nurse to Nurse but G.Ps. are using this
lady to fill gaps in their own knowledge. This service will continue backed up
by a liaison Officer from this Authority to the Regional Specialist Hospital.
The Christie Hospital and Holt Radium Institute •
2 (176) This is very successful and again has expanded to an advisory service
to G.Ps. with the setting up of Health Centres/Clinic based Diabetic Nurse














Immunisation Nurse appointed approx. 6 months ago.
Referrals from H.Vs. of persistent defaulters.
Visited by immunisation nurse. much more time
given to consultation. Arrangements made for
domiciliary immunisation carried out by
Community Medical Officer and immunisation nurse •
(Central Manchester Health Authority)
Diabetic Day Unit. One Sister who sees only the
patients coming up to the Unit. One Community
Nursing Sister. who visits di€tJetic patients at
home and assists new patients and their families
wi th general diabetic education and insulin
stabllization. Both Sisters attend the Out-
patients Clinics. Recently the staff arranged
a study day for 11-13 yr. olds in a local
Community Centre. Food was provided and meals
cooked by the chi Idren attending. The Community
Nursing Sister works closely with the Community
Sisters. She is developing the diabetic
paediatric service. (Stoke r1andeville Hospital)
Imp lementation of speci alist nurses based at
Community central clini c working with Consultants
and Ceneral Practitioners. Clinical Nursing
expertize used for benefit of unrret needs within
nursing and nursing staff for patients/clients
also (North Sefton Health Authority)
Stoma care sister workine; mainly in thG community .July
and on the wards at request of sister. Just J982
commenced attending urology clinic with Consultant.,
(July 1982 in one sector but is gradually infil-
trating all the sectors successfully - Burnley.
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We have a full time Diabetic Community/Hospital ,- ,- i 1-
Liaison Nursing Sister. (South \,Jest Hertfordshire i!
Heal th ".uthority) ! ;
vJe have just recently instituted a scheme of liaisonJuly [~'J/A N/A I !',/A
with the local Maternity Services. This has been :1082
introduced because of a relatively significant
increase in the referral rate to the Psychiatric
Service. of young mothers who are experiencing
cTlfficulties of a psychological nature surrounding
their pregnancy. and at ",11 stages of that
pregnancy. Two nurses are concentrating part of
their energies on this and are working with
midwives both in hospital and in the community.
(Barnet Health Authcrity MidNifery S"rvice)
Appointment of D.N. Sister to liaise between
Community Nursing Service and Social Services.
Home Care when 'Home Care' was imp lemented .
Joint funded post based in Home Care Team
premises. Advises regarding nursing input and
joint assessment of clients/patients.
(I'Jest \'Jalthamstow Social Services Are"'. London
Borough Waltham Forest)
District Nurse - Community/Hospital Liaison (0 Ns
hospital based - two for general wards, one for
the elderly) (Harin"ey)
Diao"tic Liaison r'Jurse SRrJlNDN. fi specialist
district nurs8 is bfls8d in Cl health centre. ShiJ
attends somu vlhi ttin"ton hospital clinics with Or;
John Yudkin but most of hJr timu is sD8nt visiting
and advising diabetics in their homes. She is also
"aveilciJle to help her nurse colleagu8s~ and some
GPo. use her exp",rtise. (Islington Health Authority
Homeless and Rootless Liaison Nursing Officer
funded by Inner City Joint Funding
(King'S Health District)
COrmluni ty based liaison scheme I where Liaison
Sister visits patients in hospital. assesses
home prior to discharge and arranges aids etc.
in the home prior to discharge. Arranges case
conferences for Community patients. arranges





























































































Consultant support and encouragerront enabled G.Ps. !1979 r,o
and attached staff to undertake follow-up diabetic !
clinics at surgery after patients stabilised at
Outpatient Oepartrrent and/or hospital. Team of
diabetic liaison sisters (community postsl
diet! tian and chiropodist also attend the
session. (Selected G.P. practices where doctors
had shown interest in developing services in
this way - Oudley Health Authori tyl
Hospital Corrmunity Liaison. A liaison team was ! 1977 Yes
established to irrprovo and plan discharges
from hospital to the community nursing
service. Patients are seen within thu
hospital and their problems discussed. The
horre is visited and services such as rredical
loan. rroals on wheels. O.N. etc. are pre-
organised. The staff were previously
errployed a5 C.Ns. Staff - 1 Nursing Officer•
2 SRNs. 1 State Enrolled Nurse.
(Hospital based, covered the discharges of
Sand",ell residents from indigenous hospitals
and neighbOUring district' s hospitals)'
Appointment of Hospital Liaison Home Nursing















































(Hamrrersmi th & Fulham
Health Authority)
Liaison staff nominated out of community establish-
ment to liaiso with tho following departrrents,
General Hospital, Paediatric (inclUding non-
accidental injury to children) Maternity,
Geriatrics (including sc~ening clinics),
Diabetic, Health Education [£partment and co-
ordinate in District
IThe service has dewloped in the last throe





Hospital Liaison. D.Ns,. H. Vs. or Nursing
Officers visit local hospitals on a regular basis
to discuss proposed discharges of patients who
will require follm.! up at horre by one of the
Corrmuoity Services (Nursing)
(East Yorkshire Health Authority)
Introduction of Specialist Liaison Personnel
(1) Diabotic. (2) Hospital/Community Liaison
(3) Paediatric. (4) Chest Conditions
( (1), (2). (3) Hospital based H.V.
(4) Corrrnuni ty basod District Nursos - over a
number of years, Diabetic H.V. being first in
1879) (Harrogate Health Authority)
A full tirre Community/Hospital Liaison for
Surgical and f1edical Wards
(South West Hertfordshire Health Authority)






































Diabetic Liaison scheme which provides an
improved service to diabetics. This operates in
conjunction with the Consultant Endocrinologist
at hospital leveL (Croydon Area Health Authority)
Liaison scheme wi th accident and emergency departme t,
which includes the transfer of information regard-
ing all chi Idren up to the age of six years '"ho 1874
attend this department as a result of an
accident. (High Wycombe)







Introduction of a diabetic liaison scheme
between the diabetic clinic, community nursing
staff and G.Ps. (High vJycombe. In 1978 a specific
appointment of a diabetic liaison sister was
made though for many years prior to that the
liaison tooK place possibly less effectively
because it was just one aspect of d H.Vs. job)











Formalise Nurse to Nurse referral for nursing
treatrrents from A. &E. Department to Treat-
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(and whe re irrp lerrented)
Riverside Child Health Project - follovJing
recommendations of Court Report 1976, on provision
of care in the community for children and their
families. Initially. doctors (Consultant
Paediatricians (2). Paediatric Registrar, S.H.D .
(2); G.P. Trainee; Clinical Medical Officers (2);
on sessional basis) workin~ with nurses (H.Vs.,
School Nursing Sisters, Nurse Managers) and Social
l10rkers, Teachers, Education Welfare Officors.
Project joined by Senior Social \1orker and H.V.
as team members, full-time, since Ja~uary 1381
(Pilot scheme in the 'Riverside (Le. River Tyne
Wards (i) West, (ii) East of Newcastle)
(Project in a defined geographical area in the
\1est of Newcastle]
Multidisciplinary counselling in the primary
care team/Child Care/Family Planning/teunage
problems (In primary care team premises,
Pontefract)
Joint Midwifery, Health Visitors and School Nurses
continuation record cards from children 0-15
years. (South Lincolnshire]
Multidisciplinary day seminar for workers involved
in Child Abuse. Each describing the) extent and
limi tations of their role.
(Hounsln" und Spelthc,rnc)
Joint Assessl1l9nt Panel. The formation of a multi-
disciplinary group, to identify the needs and
problems of the elderly requiring certain types
of accommodation and/or care, in order to match
needs and resources and to high light areas (If
under or overprovision. Implementation just
commencing - a working group was set up early in































Elderly assessrrent and review panel comprising
representatives of Consultant. G.P., Nursing
(Hospital and Community) Social Services to look
at individual patients with particular needs



















Cooo ttee for ElderlY at Risk - multi-
disciplinary meeting to discuss the care
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Special proj8ct for the early detection of families 1978 iYes Yes i ~jeeds a Ion;:.
where abuse of a child may take place. Familios are' : period of ClV .•.
identified by certain criteria based on pre-disposing i uation tD
factors in either the ante-natal period or imrred- i rneasurc lc,),'.
iate post-natal period, by Corrrnunity/Hospital r1idwivos, i term eff~ct 1'1
G.Ps. and H.Vs. It operates on a team basis of a : level of cli1,:
part tirne Paediatric Clinician/General Practitioner i abuse.
Mi.dwifery Nursing Officer/Health Visiting Nursing ,
Officer and Social 'Iomer. The team coordinates and I
monitors the wholo. Attached to the team is a H.V.
who ensures the follo~J1ng up of all potentially
•at risk' families by briefing the individual
family H. V. Allied to this is a Voluntary "Crying
Baby Service'. Parents have recourse to a
specific telephone nun'.:J8r for counselling if thoy
so wish. There is very good liaison between the
professionals and the voluntary group.
(Contained tc the Cheltenham Borough. Initiated
jointly by the Paediatric Clinician General
Practitioner and the Area Nurse (Child Health))
Formation of Primary Care Uaison Committee as sub- 1979 : No.
oommittee of DHr~C, with G.P. and Community Nurse
membership (North Birmingham Health Authority)
Geriatric Care Trainins Team. In support of Social 1878: Yes
ServicEJ Establishrnent, G.Ps., any other parties
requiring advioe. (Community Division, Rochdale
Health Authority - funded through Joint
Finance)
Geriatrio Team. Set up to improvo delivery of oarn
to tile elderly by maintaining their health and
independunoe in their own homes. The team care
for the infirm rather than the disab led therby
often reducing the need for hospitalisation or
more demanding care by O.Ns. and H.Vs.
Tho team leader was appointed in October 1981
and by March 1982 the team was fully operational
and consisted of a Team Leader (SRN NON), a
H.V./D.N., 2 SENs. and 2 Nursing Auxiliaries •
(South Manchester Health Authority)
Stroke Rehabilitation Team.
Aim:- to improve the quality of care for stroke
patients in the community.
Team:- Consists of District Nursing Sister (full-
time), State enrolled nurse (full-time). Nursing
Auxiliary (Part-time). Part of a mUlti-discip-
linary team including Ocoupational Therapist,
Physiotherapist, Speech Therapist. Nursing Sister
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JOINT INITIATIVES WITH SOCIAL SERVICES 1\.43
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A Health Visitor was appointed to the Unit as a i-
rrentJer of the team from Joint Funding finance.
The team consists of a Consultant Psychiatrist, a
Senior Registrar on 6 months' rotation scheme, one
COITVTIunity Psychiatric Nurse, a Health Visitor, a
Research Officer (voluntary). a behaviour Nurse i
Therapist ! day per week and a Secretary. The H. Vs. !
role relates to primary care teams and is a resource.
Family case work with families with emotional and
stress problems, teaching and counselling of
adolescents. (Human Relations Unit based at
Guisborough General Hospital, Guisborough,
Cleveland)
Appointment of H.V. under Joint Funding finence to
provide health input to project teal:' in deprived
area of BrantJles Farm. Middlesbrough
Appointrrent of H.V. under Inner City finance to
proVide health input to project team in deprived
area with high irrmigrant popUlation in Rivers and
St. Hilda's area of Middlesbrough
088 t1edical Aids Scheme in Hastings which is more
unusual but it is a joint venture with Social
Services. (Hastings)
140 Joint scherro Health & Social Services. Provision
of Parent craft Classes 'Getting ready for Baby'
for Prospective Adoptive Parents
(Venues to be agreed) (Frenchay Health Authority)
Establishment of Woodlands Special Sheltered
Housing Scheme (Kidderminster and District
Health Authori ty)
Primary Health Care surgery at Social Services
Department Day Centre for the Home less and Root-
less. Provides G.P. consultation, treatments,
counselling and advice. Health Education is
attempted and the ~Iholo team. comprising one
G.P .. two part-time Nursing Sisters. one
Social Worker. one Clerk/Receptionist work
together, liaising with the Day Centre staff.


















































: District Nursing Sister appointed through Joint : June N/A
: funding to provide the nursing input into a new ! 1981
! development under the auspices of social services
.: with the co-operation of the Housing Dept. to
:provide a complex of sheltered accommodation
: for the more highly dependent elderly \-Jho .,ould
:otherwise have to be taken into care or admitted
ito hospital. The sister provides skilled nursing
:care. advice and health education to the
!inhabi tants of the complex working closely with
the social workers and also \'Jith the care
:assistants who are based on the complex.
'U1erton Housing Complex, Bolton)
'Attachment of District rJursing Sister to Local ! May No
:Authority Hosb,ls for th3 Homeless to work ' 1881
:VJith the G.P. visiting hostels.
!(Inner city arnas of North Manchester)
be contin u;. 'j
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SCHEMES FOR PARTICULAR GROUPS OF PATIENTS
Pm and post natal patients
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Follow up to Hughes Hall Project "Early Parent-
hood' 1960/61 - feasibility stUdy into
Peripheral Consultant Ante Natal Clinics
(East Barnwell Health Centre - Cambridge
Health Authority)
26 day visiting of post natal patients
(Kidderminster and District Health Authority)
2 neighbourhood Ante Natal Clinics. one in a
small local hospital within the authority
and another in a health centre in an
adjoining authority .
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Child care and surveillance
Child Health Clinic - H.V. 8nd G.P. in
attendance. Approx. 22 children attend weekly
(Health Centre - North Tyneside Health Authority)
The screening of 31 year old children in Community
clinics/health centre or G.P. surgeries for
visual defects by an Orthoptist. This scherrc ~JOrks
in co-operation with orthoptists, Health Visitors,
School Nurses and the Administration Departmont. .
Children within the full age range can be referred
if a cause for concern. The H. V. 81so undertakes
a hearing test at the same session.
(The Hull Health District)
Well Baby Clinic, including immunisation and
developmental assessments as part of primary care
team service. Any problems immediately referred
to G.Ps. who are present.
(Pontefract Health Authority)
Radford Family Care Centre - Multidiscip11ne Team
(H.V., Play group leader, Nursery/Community
Teacher, Co-ordinator with Social Service/
Probation back-ground volunteers. advice from
Consultant Paediatrician) '"orking with all
families wi thin Day centre.
(Radford, Nottingham)
Attendance of a H.V. at \-Iell Baby Clinics
organised by the G.P. as opposod to tho Health
Authori ty. (Several surgeries - Sheffield
Health Authority)
Paediatric surveillance in SOil'S G.Ps. Surgeries
carried out by G.Ps. and H.Vs. in line with
1976 Court Report recommendations.
(Various G.Ps. Surgeries within the District -
South Bedfordshire Health Authority)
Developmental group held at clinic. Referrals
mainly by H.V .. occasionally by other agencies.
The assessment team consists of Community
Medical Officer, Speech Therapist, Educational
Psychologist and Nursery Nurses. Chi Id may be
admitted to Developmental Group with parent
being involved in progress of treatrront. Fort-
nightly or monthly progress assessed by group
and discharge. Group running for year, due for
evaluation. Successful format so far,
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Oeveloprrental surveillance of children aged 0-4
years. A planned survey programme undertaken in
line with the Court Report recommendations.
Screening being undertaken by G"Ps. and H. Vs.
respectively (Brighton Health District -
Pilot scheme started 1978, gradual irrplement-
ation throughout District from 1979)
Further developments in th8 School Nursing Service
- full healtl1 screening surveillanc8 of the school
child (MediJay Health Authority)
Gosport Infant Surveillance - all babies born to
mothers in 1882 are to be scored at birth and at
4 weeks by the 13 variablos in the previous
Shoffield Research into Sudden Infant Death. When
it is determined if the baby is to scom high or
low risk, the G.P, is informed of the msult on
each baby in his care. The H.Vs. have a specific
visiting programme instituted when a baby scoros
high risk. (Portsmouth and S.E. District, specific-i
ally for babies born to mothers resident in
Gosport)
Early idenfi fication of •at risk' factors for
child abuse - G.P. involved but non-participati ve
on the whole. (1880 Pilot Scheme, Community
Sector, 1981 - District level - I'Jest District •
Berkshire Health Authority)
School Nursing Service and Health Screening of the I,' 1978
School Child. (flecivay Health District)
Increasing nurrber of child health clinics on
G.Ps. premises throughout the District.
U~orth East Essex Health Authority)
H. Vs. conducting Child Health Clinics on GP






























Special project for the early detection of fam-
ilies where abuse of a child may take place.
Families are identified by certain criteria
based on pro-disposing factors in either the
ante-natal period or imrrediate post-natal period,
by Community/Hospital Mid>/ives. G.Ps, and H.Vs.
It operates on a team basis of a part tirre
Paediatric Clinician/G.P •• 1'1idwifery Nursing
Officer/Health Visi ting Nursing Officer and
Social Worker. The team co-ordinates and
mon1ters the whole. Attached to the team is
~ H.V. whc ensures the following up of all
potentially' at risk' famllies by briefing
the individual family H.V. Allied to ttlis is
a voluntary' Crying Baby Service' .Parents have
recourse to a specific telephone no. for
counselling if they so Ilish. There is ve ry
good liaison between the professionals and the
voluntary group. (Cheltenham 80rnugil)
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Child Carn and surveillance (3)
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137/81rn liaison with the Local Education Authority
: the A.H.A. agreed to carry out a pilot scheme
, of basing a trained school nurse out in a largo
: comprehensive SChool. She also served tho two
! adjacent 'feeder' schools, the infants and
! junior schools. Duties additional to screening
! procedures, \<Jas general h8alth survoillance of
! the secondary school children. provision of a
: counselling servico and informal health
ieducation on a one to one basis. ForMal
i instruction in Health Education subjects
!was undertaken by her in the primary
! schools. A nominated H.V. undertook healtn
! education in tho comprehensive scheol.
! (Beufort School, Gloucester)
1
150 provision of Family Support Unit
(Kidderminster and District Healtll Authority)
158 iA Child HOillth Clinic, previously run by the i-
: Health Authority, nO\~ adapted to include
i the G.P. together with the Clinical r1edical
!Officer. The G.P. screens the babies and
: chi Idren in the practice for oontra-indic-
: ations prior to commencerrent of tho
,immunisation programme. The Clinical Medical Officer
,exarrines the children for periodic develop-
: mental pregress and any other problerro.
, The H.V. organises the clinic and gives
j:;eneral advice to clients. Th8 school nurse
"nd the Practice Nurse give tha injections
for immunisation. (St. Chad's Health
! C8ntre, Lichfield)
172 ! 11ath8r and Tadd18r Group 0-3 y8ars,
! involving problem and normal farrilies.
! Fathers also attend. (Child Health Clinic -
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Preston Skreens. Farrdly Support Unit. Sheppey -
Offering short term residential care for 0-16
year old handicapped children. Also day centre
for the care and assessment of handicapped
pre-schcol children. The children receive care
attention and training frcm nurses. physio-
therapists. speech therapis ts, teachers.
educational psychologists. health visitors and
social workers as well as consultants in handi-
cap and paediatrics. and S.M.O. I"l3ntal handicap
(Isle of Sheppey)
Playgroup for Handicapped Children. Staffed by
members of the ~1ental Handicap Team. Physio-
therapist. Speech Therapist. Peripatetic teacher.
Health Visitor and School Nurse. One morning
weekly. Has proved very successful and therefore
a second Handicapped Playgroup has corrmenced
at another Centre. (West Birrrdngham Health
Distri ct)
In the process of appointing Portage Home
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Enuretics
To set up a Clinic. run by School Nurses.
to support parents of enuretic children
(School Clinic, Brighton Health District)
Enuresis Clinic. Carried out by specially
trained Medical Officers and School Nurses.


















































Screening of adults A.51






































































Intensive campaign using information from awsex 'Aug. \1ill
register to ensure that all women receive cervical'1982 .be
cytology and breast examination. (Penkridge)
A Protocol formulated by GPs. which included a
screening progralm13 for hypertension in the over
35's. a well woman clinic. and a babies and
children's clinic for immunisations. Personnel
involved from the primary health care team; GPs •
practice nurse. clerk. health visitor and district







,Jell !.oman Clinic - G.P. ood H.V. in attendance
at session held weekly. Ten patients seen per
session for - cervical smear. breast examination.
family planning and psycho-sexual counselling •
(In General Practitioner's surgery - North
Typeside Health Authority)
Well woman clinic at G.P. surgery. Clients dra.Jn
from patient list and se If-pres£3nting clients.
G.P. performs cervical cytology. H.Vs. teach
breast se If-£3xamination. Check \~eight. urine •
blood pressure and discuss probl£3ms •
G.P. Surgery - Southern Derbyshire H.A.)
Cytology sessions in G.P. Surgeries for at risk
group. H. Vs. are present. Authority organise
and provide equipment etc. To scr£3en women
in the practice. (Set up as requested by General
Practitioner. 11 Practices now involved -
Barnsley Health Authority)
Well Woman Clinic - general screening including
cytology. Staff involved - G.P .• D.N. and H.V.
(Health Centre - Waltham Forest Health Authority)
Well Man Clinic. Undertaken by H.Vs. and D.I~s.
with referrals to G.P. Letter inviting middle
aged men (identified on agelsex register) to
clinic (45-65). B/P teken. weighing. urine
testing etc.
(Grove House Surgery. Bognor - evening clinic
:Ni ttering Heelth Centre. Wittering - Evening
clinic)
\1ell man. well woman clinics
(Practice A. 4 GPs. No'" bei113 run by Practice
Practice B. 4 GPs. Run by D.N. staff
In Winchester Health Authority)
125 Se If examination of breasts. A heelth visitor
working in the Rediotherapy department who
has knowledge of a number of patients who have
had a mastectoll1Y. and is ab le to give advi ce and
counsel. The routine follow-up is done by the
members of the Primary Health Care Team. \1e have
not. as yet. a specialist in this field.
(Daventry health centre with primary health







































Screening of adults (2J
v}eekly [J/ABreast screening service - a mobile breast
screening service is provided for ,mrren over
35 years. The vans are manned by SRf'ls. trained
to examine manually the breasts. The vans are
si ted away from health centres and clinics and
are strategically placed in to,m centres. Tho
initial approach is from the woman herself and
after the first visit a yoarly recall system is
in operation. A secondary screening service is
provided by a consultant and mammography as a
diagnostic tool of the consultant. The aim of
the scheme is to find malignant tumours early
and refer as soon as possible.
(Throughout the District, and on invite
from firms and educational establishments in
the District - Blackbum, Hyndbum & Ribble
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;'1ala sl1nvning club organissd and run by H.V.
consisting of course of eight weakly sessions.
(St. John' s Health Centre - N.W. Surrey Health
Authorlty)
Anti-coronary club, a combination of slimming
talks and exercises for rren. (Strsetly
Clinic - Walsall Health Authority)
A Slimming Group held at a Health Centre. with
prlorl ty gj.ven to patients referred from GPs.
and having health problems exacerbated by
overweight. G.P. continues to rronitor

































































It is a success, there ,-c-"
less admissions to our
Psychiatric Units. LC3S
domiciliary visi ts ~HV8 tc,
be made by Cons ul t an t
Psychiatrists, and it is "
success as profession()l
agen cies such as O. r'<e • ,
Social Services and ~;,\/:;
: have more knOWledge and















5 weekly Psychiatric Clinic sessions are held at
different Health Centres. The aim of the clinic
is to help G.Ps. to fulfil their role of b~ing
entirely responsible for their patient care, and
to recognise that Psychiatry is part of goneral
medicine. Because of pressure of work. GPs. are
not able to be involvGd for as much time as they
'Ji'Juld like in this area of \·lOrk. The knowledge
of the nurse th8refore helps them to asscss
their patients, and the Clinic helps patients
v/ho refuse to see a Psychiatrist because of the
stigma often associated with psychiatry. The
Community Nurses see between 3/5 cases each
week. This service also helps to prevent
admission into a Psychiatric Unit.
(Five ~'Oekly clinics are now in existence -
City and Hackney Health Authority)
Counsellor for the Bereaved - Grief Book used
where deaths entered and boreavement visits
made then followed up. G.P. maintains the
service allows patients to \oJork through
bereavement and so have less visits to












































































































A meeting arranEed between C.P., H.V., 0 N. and
parents on problems with diabetic children (GP.
Surge!"), North Lincolnshire)
G.P. Diabetic Clinic with maximum P.H.C.T.
involvement. l,e. C.P., 0 N., Chiropodist,
Dietitian, Social WorKer
(Acton Health Centre)
Confirmation of diagnosis by Consultant and G"P.
corrbined with support from D"Ns. and H.Vs •
Hospital liaison well established. - Mini-
Diabetic Clinics.
(The RDyal Hospital vlith liaison and participa-
tion of 22 G.Ps" in surgeries '-lith attached












1982 I'J/A N/A N/A
































1980 N/A fJ/A N/A
1983




(and whe re irrplelTEntedl
Long stay geriatric beds transferred into G.P.
hospitals from Honiton geriatric unit
(Sidmouth, AXminster and Exmouthl
Joint day hospital for geriatric and psycho
geriatrics (Axminsterl
Convalescent beds within a G.P. Hospital
(Ottery St. Mal"ll)
(Okeharrpton Dislrict Hospitall
Use of small hospital of 18 beds, as Short Stay
Unit for Elderly, for relief of persons caring
for them. Admissions arranged by Community
Nursing Staff in consultation ,;ith G.Ps.
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A Laundry Service for approx. 100 patients by jointApl. Ne
funding. Patients referred by the rrorrbers of the 1982

























: from May lJ 83 •












Incontinence Adviser aims to promote continence
wherever possible to improve condition, to
advise on suitable aids and to evaluate aids
in use. (Bradford District)
Domiciliary LaundI") Service. Supply of b8d linen
to incontinent patients liVing at home.
(North Oernyshire Health Authority)
f'eeting of District Nursing Sisters with a group
of General Practitioners and relevant Consultants
The aim of the meeting was to learn about the
role of the D.N, Sister with special regard to
male catheterisation. (G.P. SurgeI'l) - North
Lin colnshire Health Authority)
Provision of domiciliary care for male genito-
urinary patients within the health districtof
Basset law. Appointment of two male Charge Nurses
to undertake responsibility for changing of male
catheters and routine visiting of those patients
to prevent the need for emergency intervention




Incontinence Clinic - pati,mts referred to this
clinic by Corrmunity Nursing staff and G.Ps. for
assessrTl3nt - manegernent - serviced by H.V. and


























Provision of Horre Laundry Service
(Kidderminster and District Health Authority)
1GB Corrmuni ty Soiled Linen Service for doubly incon-
tinent elderly and/or sick people being cared
for in their own homes and in Social Services
Residential E~lablishmonts for th8 Elderly
This was a joint funding project b"tween Social
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Continence Advisory Service. The Nursing Officer .Jt.ne No
responsible for the district nursing service holds .1982
a clinic in the Health Department one day a week
to give advice/consultation to relatives and
patients of both young and elderly adults. In
addi tion advice is given to the primary care teams'
to social and voluntary bodies. all community
nursing staff. general practitioners. Advice is
given on continence aids and support/explanations/
ways of helping patients is given to the relatives.
with detailed advice being given to the patient.
The Nursing Officer responsible also organises
more effectively the D.N. support required.
Special programmes are arranged for ongoing
treatment. and training has been given to the
district nurses.
She has established a close liaison with the
general practitioners and doctors. and also
. specialised services. urology, geriatric/
medicine. gynaecology and paramedical staff.
A full assessment is made of the incontinent
patients' needs ,.ith respect to the provision
of aids and possibly further investigation.
(The service was commenced in the Darlington
Health District working from a Health Centre)
Continence Promoter and Incontinence Adviser
(Hillin gdon He a1th Auth ori ty)
Appointment of Nursing Adviser in Incontinenm.
The object of this scher'" is to try to identify
, the largs numbers of incontinent people who are
. not necessarily receiving D.N. care. and to offer
them advice and support as well as giving advice
and support to Community Nursing Staff.
(Implemented June 1981 to cover the whole of the
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1980 N/A N/A : N/t\






























Leg Ulcer Clinic. Patients self referral to the
G.P. in the first instance and then consultation
betvJe8n the G.P. and District Sisters, attachod
to tho practice, to assess treatment required
and to identify the need for a Leg Ulcor Clinic
in this rural area.
(Initially held at G.P. Surgery in Beccles.
later moved to Beccles Health Centrel
Varicose Ulcer Clinic (Weeley - N.E.Essex H.A.)
Treatment of Varicose Ulcers using the method
advocated by Or. Allen of Battersea. All
suitable new patients referred and sorm old
patients treated by this method either at
surgery or at home. (vii thin a group practice -
f1id Stafford Health Authority)
-f1ay No
1978
Yes : Yes. The SCh8[;10
h as been !"'f-) co1';<1i5'·'='
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'Stroke' Service to patients cared for in their own.1972 'Yas
horres. A Community Nurso, trained in the care of
'Stroke' patients, visits now CVAs at home,
working in conjunction with the primary care
team nurse to achieVB maximum rehabilitation. The
provision of a therapeutic Club for these patients
run in conjunction with other disciplines and
!1oluntary services, (Borough of Hove)
Formation of a Stroke Club
(Kidderminster and District Health Authority)
Yes )Ves and thc~ r __'
,has bc.m S~rr
:small 8xt8nsim;
























187 StroKe Rehabi li tation Team
Aim:- to improve the quality of care for stroKe
patients in the community •
Team:- Consists of District Nursing Sister
(full-tirre), State enrolled nurse (fUll-time)
Nursing Auxiliary (Part-time), Part of a multi-
disciplinary team inclUding Ocoupational
Therapist. Physiotherapist, Speech Therapist •
Nursing Sister acts as a co-ordinator


























Yes Enough s ucm,"
for FPC and
'Health Cist!·ic.:'






































1) Stoma Care 2) Breast Care
Two independent scheroos; 1) Offering support
to Stoma p<1tients, 2) Offering support to
those patients having had a f1astectorrt:l
CSoutharrpton Health District)
Provision of primary health care for the young
homeless in the West End of London. To enable
young homeless to utilise the NHS and other
services, not necessarily to provide a
•special service'.
(Great Chapel Street Medical Centre, London
W.l)
Pre-admission home assessment visits to patients
awaiting Chamley Hip replacement •
(Kidderminster and District Health Authority)
Stop Rickets & Osteomalacia '.~arrpaign. Part of
National Carrpaign directed at Community most
at risk from Rickets & Osteomalacia,
predominantly Asian, following re-appearance
of frank and sub- clinical ri ckets in the
community. (West Birmingham Health District)
Formation of Hypothermia Group. To identify those
sections of the community most likely to be affe
ted by these problems and to initiate a local
programme of emergency. short term and long term
remedial ll1£i'lsures (Wyre Forest. Kidderminster
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Yes Yes. Tho :iur;:
hovo been ill\.':. tJ




















G.P. Trainee scheme \,ith District Nursing
Visiting/School Nursing participation
(South LincolnshireJ
G.P. receptionist in-service training scheme with
organisational and teaching input by Community
Nursing Management. (Boston College of Further
Education]
Community nurses and vocational traininr, for G.Ps. [ July i,NO'
Tho Health Visitors D1'8 to be included in the future U)82
in the S"minars. (Post Graduate Centre, Brighton '
General Hospital]
Diploma in Public Health, Students (overseas).
The students observe the Community Nursing and
Medical services (Haringey]
Joint Training Schemes, G.P oo H.V. and D.N.
(Exeter City - Pereira Gray Practice, District
Nursing School, Plymouth Polytechnic]
The involverrent of one G"P. Practice in the Ne"
training of District Nurses, the Practice G.D·S •
take merrbers of the P.H.C. To to the Training
School to demonstrate the function of the team •
(Harpurhey District Nurse Training School]
Involvement of G.P·s in the In-Service Training
programmes of Community Nursing staff.
(Eccles and Patricroft Hospital. Community
Division, Eccles]
f1ultidisciplinaI"j teaching of student H. Vs ..
student D.Ns. and trainee G.PsJCollegiate
Medical Centre, North f1anchesterJ
~Jursing Officer, Health Visiting, attends regular
G.P. trainee evaluation meetings to clarify the





















































































•\ As ci rcums tLln C:.>






!but team "''''''-' •. r.;jb811evu thny '."':'Ir:<,
;moro offootiwl,·
'nm\/ as a teurr! •





















Primary Health' Care Project. Small scale
project to provide an overvim~ of an affective
primary health care team.
(01e primary health care team in small health
centra - Leicestershire Health Authority)
A meeting between health visitors, G.Ps. and
Consultmts in Paediatrics to discuss the
role of the health visitor. (G.P. surg8ry - North
Lincolnshire H.A.)
f1ulti-disciplinary rooetin~s - Social Services,
District Nurses and Health I/isi tors. To discu"s
each others roles and have a mutual under-
standing of problems (Haringey)
The establishment of practice team meetings. some
of ;!hich haviJ ;!ider participation than the team
merrberc; on ly. (In certain practices within the
Health Authority - Eastbourne Health Authority)
Research into the role of tho Primary Care Team
and inter reaction betc"een nurses and doctors
(Oxford City and Berinsfield practices - ini tiated
'by Manchester Universi ty)
1\ facili tator was involved vii th one primary care
team ~Jith the aim of effecting irrproved tearrwork
"eJith an associated greater understanding of one


































: Health Centre based corrputerisation of Community
, Nursing Records (initially Health Visitor Records)
. (Radford Health Centre, Nottingham)
































































































PREMISES FOR COMMUNITY NURSING STAFF
Description of scherr.,
(and where imp lamented)
During 1982 two separate groups of G.Ps. opened
purpose built Medical Centres (Surgeries).
Accommodation for attached H.Vs. and D.N. staff
was included. Previous Community Nursing Staff
had been based at Health Authority Centres but
\'l8re transferred with agreement of Chief Nursing
Officer to Medical Centres when invited to do so
by G.Ps. (South Shields)
A ne~J Health Centre containing 9 G.Ps. was
opened in January 1981 which is functioning
extremely well. (South \~est Herts.)
H.V. having her own office in premises owned
by General Practitioners. Works with the G.Ps.
in practice (4) and practice nurse. Under-
takes sorre developrrental screening on premises •
(Upton, Birkenhead)
A three doctor practice based in a largo old
house near the border \~i th the then 'r~orthem'
District. This practice were Willing to let the
H.V~. and D.Ns. have a base at tho surgery.
There was little or no contact bet\J8en H.Vs •
and general practitioners. O.Ns. used a room
on a weekly basis. (The Surgery, Rock Ferry)
Nurse managerrent involvement (Nursing Officer
and Senior Nursing Officer) in the planning of
a new Health Centre right from the beginning.
(Birkenhaad)
Prior to June 1981. all O.N. staff worked from
home. In June, 1981 office accommodation was
made available in Health Centres/Clinics
alongside with other merrbers of the P.H.C.T.
Since then. communication and co-ordination of
the Services have improved considerably.
(Throughout the district of West Lancashire
Health Authority)
Primary health care nurses, i.e. district nurses,
health visitors, and school nurses, are based
in one office as an aid to communication bet\~8en
nurses and G.P. attachments. (Longsight,
Levensllulme. Moss Side, Alexandra and Rusholme

























Yes ! One H. V. bos8,j
: there at pr,,:c·: "
j is a F ~\l'l.T .I-]or.-.·'
! also to bas:] ti n
j second attacheG




Yes Will become a
pe rmanen t arrange-
roont in t1l8 ne ar
fut ure.















































Survey of the Elderly in the Community. - To
describe the state of health and disability of
the over 75 population in a market town. to
describe their needs and \~hether these are met
or unmet. in three dimensions - physical. mental
and social (Leicestershi re Health Authority)
The Reliability Old Validity of Health Visitor
Record Cards for 0-4 year old children in a
general practice population. (Leicestershire H.A.)
Experiences of Childbirth. A survey into the
opinions of women on the Antenatal classes they
attended. their experiences of pregnancy. child~
birth. post-natal care. whilst having their
first baby. (Aylesbury & Milton Keynes Health
District)
A G.P. attached health visitor who was also the
liaison health visitor with the local Geriatric
Hospital started to survey the services taken up
by patients after transfer home. All the health
visitors in the Cheltenham Borough were asked to
undertake a hOITE visit and corrplete a question-
naire; these were returned to the initiator and
these "ere monitored by her G,P. and the
Geriatrician. This Was for all transferred
patients. The geriatrician and the G.P. \<ho is
also a part time Geriatric Clinician attached
to the hospital continued this IJork. An SRN
(part time) was employed to follow up all
hospital transfers to home patients and those
patients on the G.Ps. Age/Sex Register.
The present study was devised to find out
whether the preventive measures applied to
the elderly people at home. would influence




Intervention Study' Research project initiated •June' N/A
by Bristol University to lTEasure the controlled ,1980 ,
intervention in advice and guidance given by health'
visitors. (Joint Partnership Newcast le/Gateshead)
Hoalth Visiting - research health visitors, 2 only










































































To be con tin uco,:
Yes/No
A health visiting research project is currently
un de rway. Detailed Activity Analysis Sheets were
completed. detailing one month's work by all
health visitors. Terms of reference - to look at
current practice in order to plan future services.
utilising the skills and knowledge of the health
visitor in a cost effective manner. (Cheltenham HA)
Survey of ante-natal cars to highlight
deficiencies
(Kidderm1nster and District Health Authority)
Survey into the deployment of district nurses as
a means of collectine manaeement information for
manpower planning. Carried out by ,Jorrall and
Goldstone and published in the Nursing Times
of February and April 1980. (Throughout the
area of Wigan Health Authority)
Survey into the deployment of health visitors/
school nurses as a means of collecting manage-
ment information for manpower planning. Carried
out by Won-all and Goldstone and published in the
Nursing Focus of May and June. 1982.
(Throughout the area of vJigan Health Authority)
Survey - follow-up of home accidents to children
under 5 years. H.V. collected data re accident
at home visit to all children seen in the A. &E.











but we are v8r~
hopeful as to
its valu".
Yes It is hoped to
contin U8 in a
modified forr:·,
Yes It is hoped to









































1980 : Yes : Yes





G8neral Practitioner COTmlunity Hospi tal in an
I.,ner City Health District. This is a two year
project with an evaluation being undertaken.
Chepstow Lodge, Chepsto\oJ Place, London W2)
H9alth education and health information given to
staff in a supermarket belonging to a large
national chain, e. g. prevention of back inj UI"'j,
haoJ to obtain a cervical smear and the need for
these, how help may be obtained in caring for the
feet etc. This was undertaken in lunchtime by
H.Vs. at instigation of Health Education
Officer (Northwich)
Local Red Cross volunteers assist District Nursing
Sisters following a course of lectures, This help
is given at weekends whon nursing establishment
is lower than usual and if patients agree to this.
Insurance cover is provided for their volunteers
by British Red Cross Society. Volunteers mako
visits L,ith District Nursing Sisters Md assist
with lifting. bed making and general care,
especially to heavy patients. (Sandbach)
Student health service for students attending
Bolton Institute of Technology. A school nurse was
based at the college for 2 hours por day to give
help and advice to the students. A doctors
session was held each week at the nearest health
centre to provide an advisory service for the
students. This service was discontinued and
replaced by the provision of a whole-time H.V.
to all the colleges of further education in the
Bolton area. Her work with the young adults and
teenagers attending the colleges has proved
invaluable. A school nurse is also based within
the technical college for 4 hours pnr day
providing first aid/minor ailment treatment for
the stuGp.nts. (Student health service first
comrrenced 1973 at Bolton Inst. of Tech. and Cannon
St. Health Centre. The H.V. and school nurse LIBre
allocated to the colleges in 1978. - Bolton
Health Authority)
150 The appointment of a Community Physiotherapist





































































Summary of replies to Question 4:
•Are there any developrrents in community nursing which you would
like to see put into practice (at least on a trial basis)?'
In this Appendix we have presented under various headings (broadly
the same as those for Appendix A) the range of developrrents suggested by
respondents. We have either ourselves summarised a range of answers or
in sorre cases taken verbatim a representative answer•
The number of brackets beside each heading is the total number of






































Organisational aspects of health visiting
Health visitors providing services out of normal
hours
Health visitors liaising between hospital and
conmunity services
Specialization in health visiting
Health visitors and the elderly
DISTRICT NURSING
Organisation of district nursing
Community evening and night nursing services
District nurses and the elderly
Paediatric hOITE nursing
District nurses in the treatlTEnt room
The 'Hospital at hOITE' scheme





EXTENDING THE ROLE OF THE NURSE
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM MEMBERSHIP
HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY LIAISON AND SUPPORT SCHEMES
MULTI DISCIPLINARY SCHEMES
SCHEMES FOR PARTICULAR GROUPS OF PATIENTS
Pre and post natal care





TRAINING OF COMMUNITY NURSING STAFF
MULTIDISCIPLINARY TRAINING

































































Organisational aspects of health visiting (2)
Health visitor teams
Health visiting by appointment and routinely
Health visitors providing services out of normal hours (3)
Twenty-four hour service
Weekend service for health visiting - cost implications and effectivcmoss
Health visitor liaison service with local authority home for homeless
battered wives and problem farrd.lies
Matemi ty liaison health visitor
Liaison health visitor in large A, & E. departrrents to foll0l4 into tho
com~unity those 'at risk' who are sent home because marginally they
00 not need hospitalisation, Le. the elderly and possibly N.A.I.
children
Specialization in health Visiting (1)
Health visitors to develop special interests alongside routine work,
Health visitors and the elderly (3)
Health visitors to be trained for screening and visiting of elderly
Health visitors to visit/s creen elderly
DISTRICT NURSING
Organisation of district nursing (5)
Assessment of community nursing priorities, in time of declining
resources. with me as ures of allocating resources to priorities
Evaluation of community nursing service to assess attached manpOl'ier
implications for health centres and G.P. surgeries, relating to
recent changes in work content
Realisation of district nursing sister as team leader and nursing
care presenter
Rotation of cOrmlunity staff between community and hospital. to assess
effecti veness in providing continui ty of care • practicality and
cost-effecti veness






































Communi ty evening and night nursing services (9)
Extension of district nursing hours. to cover evenings or nights
District nurses and the elderly (6)
Nurses supervising visits to the elderly
Nurses/auxiliary visitors working as one unit with the elderly •
so that role demarkation is not clearly defined. and the role
of regular visitor. who is known to old person. can alter with
any increased nursing need
Joint funding for district nurses to service the Rt2sidential Eloorly
persons home .
District nurses to be responsible for nursing needs of resi den ls in
local authority and private residential homes
Augmented home care s cherre for elderly
District nurses to make routine visits to the elderly
Paediatric home nursing (ll
Domiciliary paediatric nursing service
District nursos in the treatment room (1)
More community nursing staff for sick at home. not in clinics/surgeries
for comparatively well patients
The 'Hospital at home' scheme (3)
Modified hospital-at-home scheme
Nursing and related care .. - joint schemes with social services (7)
Home aides (nursing plus home help type persons) to be joint financed
Home aides to be transferred from social services to N.H.S .
Home helps on 24-hour. 7 day week basis
f10re home he Ips
Volunteers to help community nurses
Social services to provide intensive home support to elderly in
geographical area
MIrlJIVES (4)
Midwives to be attached to primary care teams
Training of community midwives in extending role of midwife with general
practi tioners































COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRIC NURSES (3)
'Crisis intervention service' in primary health care
Recognition of importance of community psychiatric service with
funding for training
PRACTICE NURSES (3)
Practice nurses to be in primary care team
Future role of practice nurses
Provision of uniform care where there are nurses employed by general
practitioners and by health authority
EXTENDING THE ROLE OF THE NURSE (3)
Nurse practitioners in general practice
Nurse advisor at surgery. for health promotion. non-medical problems.
counselling
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM MEMBERSHIP (3)
Social workers to be attached to primary care teams
Community psychiatric nurses to be attached to primary care teams
HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY LIAISON AND SUPPORT SCHEMES (5)
Hospital paediatric nurses undertaking follow up in co lTY11un i ty in liaison
with health visitors
Earlier transfer of certain post-operative patients to cOlTY11unity from
hospital
Home assessment of patients before admission to hospital. so they could
be considered for early discharge
Short term relief beds at discretion of nursing staff
Night nursing service to use G.P. beds for ad hoc terminal care
MULTI DISCIPLINARY SCHEMES (2)
Para medical support. physiotherapy etc.




































SCHEMES FOR PARTICULAR GROUPS OF PATIENTS
Pre and post natal care (5)
Pre-conception care
Joint midwife/health visitor clinics for antenatal mothers
Antenatal evening home visiting to • at risk' mothers, irrespective
of hospital in which will be delivered, with joint health visitor/
midwife input
More precise ante-natal visiting
Support groups for mothers
Child care and surveillance (5)
Screening by school nursing service
Well baby/child health clinics in evenings so working parents can
attend
Child health clinic in deprived areas 'Jith GP/MO and health visitor,
hypothesizing that I/V rate would improve and more defects be
detected in the under-fives
Re-appraisal of roles in child health clinics
More comprehensive annual health surveillance of all children
Enuretics (1)
Extension of incontinence scheme to cover enuretic children
Coronary patients (1)




Clinic for the hearing impaired (mainly elderly) to avoid long
distance travel to the central clinic
One general practitioner for each residential elderly persons home
(pri vate and social services) to improve liaison and care
Pre-retirerrent screening
Incontinent (4)
Laun dry se rvi ce



























TRAINING OF COMMUNITY NURSING STAFF (6)
Statutory training for school nurses
School nurses to have training programrre relating to physically and
rrsn tally handicapped children
District nurse training to include two months practice, making eight
months training inclusive
Refresher courses for district nurses, to be mandatory
Refresher courses for health visitors and school nurses to be mandatory
MULTIDISCIPLINARY TRAINING (2)
General practitioners involved in district nurse training
Community nurs~ involved more in vocational training of general
practi tioners
Joint learning between. district nurses, health visitors and trainee
general practitioners
RECORD AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS (8)
COlTputerised records (various applications rrsntioned included nursing
workload, primary care team records, visiting lists, statistics for
the D.H.S.S., for management and planning, child health and to
fi'lci 11 tate transfer of patients betvmen hospital and community)
Closer relationship between hospital and community with special regard to
record-keeping








































Summary of replies to questions 5 and 6
Question 5: 'Are there any questions which you think need to be answered
by research. about past dellBloprrents. Le. say in the last ten years. or
possible future dellBlopments in community nursing?'
Question 6: 'Please indicate below the topic(s) within the sphere of
developrrents of community nursing. within or associated with primary
health care teams. to which in your opinion the highest priority should
be given for undertaking a research investigation.'
In this Appendix we hallB presented side by side under various headings
(broadly the sarre as those in Appendices A and B) the range of areas for
research suggested by respondents in answering questions 5 and 6 respectively.
Usually we have included IIBrbatim representatillB answers of respondents
but occasionallY have ourselves summarised a range of answers. Note that
occasionally respondents have given the sarre answer under questions 5 and
6 and this is reflected in this summary.
The number in brackets beside each heading is the total number of
districts from whom a response in that category was received. for each of


































Organisational aspects of health visiting
Heal th visi tors providing services out of normal
hours
Health visitors and the elderly
Specialisation in health visiting
DISTRICT NURSING
Organisational aspects of district nursing
Corrrnuni ty evening and night nursing services
District nurses and the elderly
District nurses in the treatrrent room
The 'Hospital at home' scheme
Nursing and related care - joint schemes with
social services
Support services for corrrnunity nurses in the care
of the dying




EXTENDING THE ROLE OF THE NURSE





SUGGESTIONS FOR PARTICULAR GROUPS OF PATIENTS
Pre and post natal patients
Child care and surveillance
H~ndicappod children
Screening of adults

















































































CONTENTS (Appendix Cl Cont •
TRAINING OF COMMUNITY NURSING STAFF
MULTIOISCIPLINARY TRAINING
ROLES OF COMMUNITY NURSES
DEVELOPMENT OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM UNDERSTANDING
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM I'Er13ERSHIP
STAFFING LEVELS
EFFECTIVENESS OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAMS
STANDARDS OF CARE






































Organisational aspects of health visiting
[4 suggestions)
The validity of H.V. attachment to
general medical practice against
the concept of the Court Report
Cost effectiveness of G.p. attach-
ment v 'Patch' visiting for H.Vs.
particularly
Effecti veness of horm visiting
cOfTlJared with clinic attendances in
health visiting service
Review of H.V. Workload patterns and
provision for Corrrnuni ty clients
Health visitors providing services out of normal hours















Evidence of the effectiveness of a
24-hour H.V. service, or the need
for a Crying Baby service. out of
normal working hours.
[l suggestion)
Research into the role of the H.V.
in the care of the elderly and in
prevention of ill-health in the
elderly
[2 suggestions)
To research the need for seven day a
week services to the population. e.g.
Health Visitors. Social Workers. Home
Helps
\4hether a 24-hour Helllth Visiting Servic e
might reduce non-accidental injury?
[1 s uggesti on)
Research into the role of the H.V. in
the care of the elderly and in the













Specialisation in health visiting
[l suggestion)
Specialist Health Visitors for'
Geriatrics and Diabetics
DISTRICT NURSING
Organisational aSE£9ts~f district nursing
[3 s uggesti ons)
How effecti VB are the •supervisory
visits' carried out by O.N. Sisters
[to monitor the work of the'
Corrrnunity Nursing Auxiliary)?
--








Organisational aspects of district nursing (cont)
HO_I influential are the views and
demands of G.Ps. in determining the
pattern and organisation of the work
of Community Nurses?
Does patient care improve when
community nurses are attached to GcPsil
Community even~and night nursing services
Twilight Service (5. 3D-midnight)
fully staffed and financed as a cost
effective service requirorrent within
24-hour nursing service, as against
implementation of a nursing service
for night periods using a sitter
service
; (3 suggestions)
i The cost effectivehess of providing a
24-hour domiciliary nursing service
Increase in D.N. Services to a 24-hour
service to patients. Research to
prove the improvement to patients 'care
Cost effectiveness of a Night Nursing A "1" vi vid d t "ht"i~t S vi UX1 1ary ser ces pro e a n1g
Service against a Night" c er er ceb health authorities
and the prevention of hospital y
admission using this service
(5 suggestions)
Research into the needs of patients
in the Community requiring care out-
side the Community Nursing staff's
normal working day, e.g. from 5.30





















Joint Local Author! ty with National


















Any change of emphasis, especi ally
in District r~ursing, from nursing
in the home to clinic treatments
(2 suggestions)
Directly employed S.R.N. practice nurses
staffing treatment room sessions as
opposed to S.R.N. N.D.N. district
nursing sisters. Is the contribution
made by the district nursing sister
more effective in patient care in tho
treatrrent room situation than the S.R.N.
practice nurse? Should funds at present
allocated by the D.H.S.S. to family
practitioner committees to support the
employment of S.R.N. practice nurses
(70% of salary rebate) be diverted to
Health Authority budgets for the
provision of extra staff in the District
Nursing Service
The use of treatment room facilities,
e. g. effectiveness of services provided.



























The 'Hospital at horre' scherre
(2 suggestions)
The viability and reality of nursing
acute patients in their homes. This is
to include patients who have been hitherto
considered only suitable for hospital
Nursing and related care - joint scherres with social services
(3 suggestions)
The usefulness of night watch services
provided by Social Services
The areas where community nursing and
health visiting services cover the
shortfall of the social services. i.e.
lighting fi res. preparing rrea1s. giving
social support
Hle use of horre help and after care
services and their financing. To test
the opinion that this can only be of
maximum efficiency when such a service
is organised in conjunction with the
community nursing service. At the
present time. the Social Services and
the Health Service often have different
priorities for using this service. often
to the detrirrent of the patientsi'clients'
greatest benefit. and patients are
needlessly admitted to or kept in hospital

















To research the most effecti ve
method of giving the 'Hcspice Care'
Bxpertize to G.Ps. and Community
Nurses working with the terminally
ill in the Community.
(8 suggesti ons)
~lanagerrent of the terminally ill at
hOlTB
Where do patients want to die and the
relatives' views and what factors
influence those opinions?
\~hat physical and psychological support
is necessary for terminal care at home?
~Jany peop le die at horre without making
demands on the District Nursing Service.
\~hat are the reasons?
--
-
































Cost effectiveness of nursing
patients at home including comparison
with cost of hospital care.
Effects of early hospital discharge
upon corrrnunity nursing services.
Provision of the most appropriate
services for the frail elderly,
elderly mentally infirm and the
physically handicapped, including
comparisons of merits of insti t-
utional and community care
Why is it that Hospital Consultants
and G.Ps. steadfastly refuse to
maintain peoplE) at home rather
than in hospital? This with
particular reference to children and
to increasing nuntJer of admissions
to A. & E. Departments when clinical
assistance is available in G.P.
premises or Health Centres
(3 suggestions)
Research should be undertaken about
the effects and current policies for
dis charging patients earlier and earlier
from hospitals and the emphasis of
patients remaining in their own homes.
Though I believe in the philosophy, I
sometimes feel it is pol1 tical expediency
rather than cost effectiveness or value
to the patients which comes first.
Although I have read one or two evalua-
tions I have not seen any national papers
presented on the amount of back-Up
service required to keep patients at
home
In my opinion corrrnunity care is very
cost-effective, but it would be
interesting to have some research
on comparisons
Why is it that Hospital Consultants
and G.Ps. steadfastly refuse to maintain
people at home rather than in hospital?
This ~Ji th particular reference to
children and to increasing nuntJer of
admissions to A. &E. Departments when
clinical assistance is available in












Answers to Question S
MHMIIJES
(3 suggestions)
Value or otherwise of taking
Domiciliary Midwifery out of the
COrmJunity and attaching it to
hospital midwifery
Regional and national COfT'/Tlunity
Midwi fe ~JDrkload patterns and use
of Midwife time
National and Regional evaluation
of educational up-dating programmes
for Community Midwives and other
personnel working within the
Primary Health Care Team

















Evaluation of C.P. Nursing Service
An evaluation of the effectiveness
of C.P.N.'s who have undertaken a
specialist role in the community
rather than a generalist role. The
specialities that might be
considered could include;




Activities of Community Psychiatric
Nurses' case loads etc. - working
from Hospital and Consultant and















Acti vi ties of Practice Nurses
The role and relationship of the
practice nurse and treatrront room
nurse with Primary Health Care Team
members. including who should
employ them and the benefit. as
against a district nurse attending
regular surgery sessions
(2 suggestions)
Role of G.P. employed Practice Nurse
vis-a-vis Health Authority employed
District Nurses and Health Visitors
The role and relationship of the
practice nurse and treatment room
nurse with Primary Health Care Team
members. including who should employ
these nurses
-..
Answers to Question 5 Answers to Question 6 C.6
-
EXTENDING THE ROLE OF THE NURSE





























The 'extended' or'delegated' role of
the Community Nurse, particulal'1y
a) Health Visitor - Daveloprront
screening
b) District Nurse - 'first visit'
c) Role and function of these




Can each give enough profes-
sional titre to each group in
ratio to staff and
population?
Use of nursing skills - art - hCl;I
fully are nurses stretched in their
corrmuni ty role? \.Jould nurses enjoy
more responsibi li ty and more
autonomy?
Is there a place for the 'Extended
Role of the Nurse' in tho community?
(2 suggestions)
The contribution made by the
enrolled nurse as a rrerrber of the
nursing workforce
Research into various levels of
professional skills cnd expertize
required by Community Nurses with
particular relevance to 'patient
depen den cy •
(3 suggestions)
Effecti ve, efficient and economic
use (misuse) of nursing manpower
particularly delegated medical
responsibilities, e.g. First visits,
Technological examinations - ECG
Fi rst visits by Community Sisters
The developrrent of the role of
Nurse Practitioner within the existing
primary health care system
(3 suggestions)
What is the optimum corrposition of
the District Nursing team in order
to maintain,
a) Safe Practice
b) Developtrent within the service
c) Full use of potential of, and
job satisfaction for. all grades?
(There seems to be considerable variety
in the percentages of trained/untrained
staff in different Districts. COe
wonders '\.Jho has got it right')













Value of the nursing process in the
community
(4 suggestions)
How the introduction of the Nursing
Process has affected standar-ds of
nursing care and communications
between health staff involved with a
patient and his/her family
The Nursing Process - its correct use
in planning patient care in conjunction
wi th all rrerrbers of the primary care
team
Nursing Process - Liaison and transfer
home - hospital - return
Nursing process applied to Health Visiting
-...
...































The role of specialist nurses in the
Community
Research into the benefits of
specialisation. e.g. stoma care •
G. U. ~Jash. mastectomy and hrn<J far
we should diversi fy
Many specialist nurses have been
appointed in recent years. e.g•
Stoma Care Nurses. Diabetic
Liaison Nurses. Geriatric Liaison
Nurses. It would be of interest
for research to be undertaken •
conparing districts enploying such
nurses as opposed to those who do
not to determine:-
a) How cost effective the service
is?
b) Inpact on the patient and
family
c) Inpact on domiciliary nursing
staff an d thei r case 10ads
Actual value and contribution to
patient-care and well-being of
stoma therapists. i.e. those
employed by Health Authorities as
against therapists employed by
commercial undertakings in order





Evaluation of the worth of exchange
of visits between Hospital Sisters
and District Nurses
(2 suggestions)
The value and role of the specialist
nurse associated with P.H .C. T.
(3 suggestions J
The best method of establishing an
effective liaison service between
hospital and community
Need for hospital/community liaison
in response to changing patterns of











~lore involvement from Specialists




Answers to Question 5 Answers to Question 6
C.B
.. SUGGESTIOf£ Fm PARTICULAR GROUPS OF P/l,TIENTS



































Effectiveness of links with G.Ps.
and/or other roontJers of the Primary
Health Care Team when the midwife
working in the commur,i ty is being
managed by a Director of Nursing
Services Midwifery (Hospital and
Communi ty) as opposed to a
Director of Nursing Services
Communi ty in giving care to patients
in their own homes importantly
including the ants natal and post
natal period
Review of C.P. input into Maternity
Se rvices and an identi fi cation of
an acceptab le level of support to
Midl,ives
(10 suggestions)
Genetic Counselling Advisory Service
(open)
Preconceptual advisory clinic with input
from the re le vant ITembe rs of Primary
Health Care Team
[;e veloprrent of youth advisory family
planning (research would prove decreas"
in school-age pregnancies)
Early diagnostic facilities (pregnancy
testing etc.) with follow up advice
available at G.P. Surgery, Health Centres
and Clinics with input from CoP. and H.Vo
Early routine follow up by Community
Midwi fa of failed antenatal clinic
attenders
Compare Ante Natal care facilities and
take up of service of vulnerable groups
wi th a view to improving sarre
In my vie"l we ought to try to discover 11m,
we can bring early and ongoing ante natal
care to worren of social classes 4 and 50
We should perhaps ask large nurrbers of
these women how they would find it eash,st
to let us know at the earliest possible
moment ttiat they are pregnant. where they
would find it acceptable to have ante
natal care, and "ihat the setting should be
like
An evaluation of the support given by
G.Ps. and Community Midwives to ~laternity
patients
To look into the present system of shared
ante natal care between primary care teams
and consultant care. Is there any evidence
showing that all essential screening is
carried out? How good is communication
relating to total care?




.. Answers to Question 5 Ans~Jers to Question 6
C.g


























Effect of health visitors carrying
out child developrrent. Is this as
effective/more effective than when
undertaken by doctors?
Can attachrrent of Health Visitors to
G.Ps,. reduce the need for Health
Authorities to organise Child Health
Services
How much value can be proved on the
health of the under fives which can
be directl~' attributed to the
frequent health surveillance given to
them, i.e. developrrental checks at
8 months, 18 months, 2~/3 years and
how much could be a result of more
parental 8\vareness ?
(1 suggestion]
Support services to the handicapped
(up to 2 years old in the home]
(7 suggestions]
Identi fication of preventable factors in
'cot deaths'
Well baby clinics as opposed to screening
clinics
Developmental screening - the most valuable
ages for screening and detection of
abnormali ties
A recent paper from the D.H.S.S. has been
circulated on 'Child Health Surveillance
in General Practice'. fls I am a Health
Visi tor 11anager, I would like to see this
researched fully questioning G.P •
training, competence, programrres, Health
Visit or invol verrent, etc. etc•
Family Support Units in conjunction with
authorising agencies in respect of child
abuse. Seen as a preventative rreasure and
referral for health visiting, rather than
hoalth visiting being util1sod as an
intensive problem solving agency.
Non Accidental Injury
Patterns of school medicals and nursing
in vo 1vement
(1 suggestion]
Follow-up will be essential if the
Warnock Report is implemented and hand-
















Preventative screening for the 'middle





























Ps.vchiat ri c/Counse 111ng
(1 suggestion)
Preventative psychiatry, through the
medium of education and early intervention
is an aspect of psychiatry which deserves
a very high priority in terms of research.
The potential this offers in reducing
human suffering, and being cost effecti VB
in the long term, are considerable. A
pi lot study of a whole, but clearly
defined population, would have to be set
up for a lengthy fixod period of time
Diabetic patients
(2 suggestions)
Care of the diabetic in the community:
Value of Special Clinics. i.e.
Diabetic, Hypertensive. in G,Ps.'
premises with attached nursing staff
ElderlY screening
(4 suggestions)
The cost-effecti veness of screening
clinics for the over 60's.
00 the screening procedures alleviate or




















Assessment of services to the
geriatric population, l.e. sheltered
accommodation: wardened accommoda-
tion; Primary Health Care Team
Servi ces
(21 s uggesti ons)
The Care of the Elderly - who should do what.
How far can they be supported in a realistic
way in the community by statutory services?
A research investigation requiring the
highest priority is required to determine
the future service provision by nurses to
the increasing elderly population living
in the community
Care of the elderly mentally infirm
To research the need for day care facilities
for the handicapped and elderly people
being cared for at home "J1 th the assist ance
of G.Ps. and Community Nurses
Assessment of services to the geriatric
population, Le. sheltered aCCDlTJ11Odation,
wardened accommodation, Primary Health Care
Team services
Care of the increasingly older elderly and
the future: Experimental Nursing Homes













Though all indications from documents on
prevention/preventative medicine shmv a
greater need for the elderly within the
next 20 years, we should hopefully be no"'/
looking for different levels of expertic,u
of training and/or a training suited to
the leaders of these tearrs, we have shmm
with our own limited sche~e a great
deficiency in care for the generally -Frail
elderly, who is not yet sick, or helplosG,
but vJho wi th a regular check can cope quite
adequately. About 25% of those visited,
do not fit into a category for care by






























speci f1 cally in the Community
(4 suggestions)
Research could be made into
measuring the cost effectiveness of
preventive work in the Community
Services, and establishing criteria
for planning fut ure acti vi ties
How can we (corrmunity nurse managers)
'sell' prevention rrore effectively
and thus obtain the money to really
be effective in this area?
v/hat do G.Ps. feel that their role
is regarding preventative medicine?
Amount of preparation for parenthood
(as separate from sex education)
taught in schools and the grade/
academic level of students involved
(5 suggestions)
Management of incontinence, specifically in
the Communi ty
To consider the care and management of male;
patients with ind-Jelling catheters and th8
advantages of the setting up of mini urology
clinics involving the G.Ps. and relevant
membe rs of the Primary Health Care Team
Detailed research on the establishment of
incontinen ce advi ce centres and the cost
implication to the provision of this
service
A specialist nurse to give advice on
Incontinence
The incontinent and availability of aid to
meet their needs, e.g. personal iterrs plus
public toilets, etc.
(9 suggestions)
An assessment of preventative and positive
medicine as opposed to curative
Effectiveness of screening vulnerable age
groups based on age sex registers'
Retrospective vie\v of the effect of infant
dietary patterns on the present age grouo
35-45 (Cardiovascular at risk group)
'Obesity in Children' - Is there a link
with this same cardiovascular incident at
risk adult
The Primary Health Care Teams approach to
eliciting and providing necessary cara/
health education for specific client groups
-Miscellaneous E_atient groups
Research into the ways and means of
motivating self care and the promotion
of health, i.e. primary prevention
Rehabilitation Units for inadequate
families to learn modules of parent-
craft and mothering skills - would be
in conjunction with authorising
agencies. i.e. Social Services
Preventive services/Health Education (cont,)
Drug addiction/abuse (including solvent
sniffing and alcoholism]
The health needs of Travellers
Establishment and contact with self





Answers to Question 6
(10 suggestions)
The care of the mentally handi capped
and the mentally ill
A renal dialysis unit Within one
Health Centre for patients living
within access of that Health Centre
who are awaiting transplants
Are pressure sores less frequent in
patients nursed at home and if so
why
Prevention of pressure sores
speci fically in the Community. bearing
in mind that two hourly turning
(Norton. 1975) is not always possible
at home
The needs of the middle-aged group of
the population and whether the prima!"}
care services are meeting these needs





Answers to Question 5
(4 suggestions)
Coronary care in the home
Prevention of pressure sores
specifically in the Community,
bearing in mind that tt-JO hourly
turning (Norton. 1975) is not always
possible at home
The rrerits of providing Nursing Home
facili ties under the umbrella of the
National Health Service. for the
chronic sick patient










































Answers to Question 5 Answers to Question 6












The benefit gained by student nurses
following experience in the community
in accordance with E.E.C. regulations
where the community nurse or health
visitor may be accompanied by a
member of differing professional
groups
Review of District Nursing Training
and Supervised Practice
Value of 12 week Obstetric Course to
intending Health Visitor Students
II suggestion)










Is in-service training of a multi-
disc::l.Plinary nature. developed fully
enough to allow all new P.H.C.T.
members the opportunity to attend
coursES to allow for improved
'6rstanding of roles. working
r", lationships 1
(2 suggestions)
Training of staff who are members of
Primary Care Teams - is this being done
in the best way - should we be
looking towards a course. part of \;hich
is common to all members, followed by
training for individual role?
MUlti-disciplinary courses for H.V ••
D.N. and S.V! •
..



















Role of health visitors and their
priorities
Overlap in care of geriatric patients
where a health visitor and a district
nurse are both involved. particularly
since the new district nurse
training
How much overlap of roles and
functions is there in the community
services? e.g. between health
visi tors and social workers, bet"een
midwi ves and health visitors,
betwoen midwives, health visitors
an d physi othe rapis ts?
The role of members of P .H.C. To
Frequently G.Ps. undertake counselling
roles which nurses would be better
involved in and nurses perform
extended role functions which should
remain with G.Ps. Research in this
would help to change hardened
atti tudes
Role of School Nurse, particularly
in light of national school nurse
training course
114 suggestions)
Work of li.V. in the 1880's and future
responsibilities
The use of time by Communi ty Mi dwi ves
and Health Visitors and its cost
effecti veness
Work of School Health Service - ?
School nurses or should the work be
done by Health Visitors
The role of the Staff Nurse Grade in
the District Nursing Team
In the light of present day Dis trict
l'Jurse training, is the potential of the
S.R.N. being fully utilised?
Since the advent of training and no'"
extended statutory training, is the
District Nurse over trained for the
reali ty of her role?
The effect of the ne" mandatory District
Nurse Training upon the functions of
other team members
Differences in the roles of members of
Primary Care Team, depending on
\1hether or not the practice employee
i to own nurse
-...
-
Answers to Question 5 Answers to· Question 6








Nurses' perceptions of their role in
and contribution to primary health
care
Patients' perception of role of
community nurse - which community?
Development of the nurses role in
secondary sch ools
There has been a degree of alteration
of traditional roles, and it may be
that the N.H.S. could save critical
time in the community staff complement,
if roles were clearly defined and
overlap of functions discontinued
...



























Have G.Ps. realised the advantages of
primary care teams?
How can primary care expand beyond
the medical rrodel to include nursing
and/or social models?
Research needed into the apparent
lack of understanding at Health
Visitor role in spite of Health
Visitor attachment to G.Ps .
,Ihat education are medical students
(or G.P. trainees) being given
regarding the roles of other merrtJers
of the primary health care team?
Communication within and between
disciplines to provide a better
understanding of role contribution
(9 suggestions)
The "ay in which the role of the G.P.
can be associated with the rest of the
primary health care team as in many
instances the G.Ps. see themselves in
a ,JOrld apart
The promotion of team ,Jork in order to
achieve the co-ordination of G.P,
community health and local authority
services
The need to evolve a comprehensive
system "ithin the Primary Care Team
using treatment room nurses. practice
nursss, o.IJs •• H.Vs., School Nurses,
specialist nurses. i.8. diabetic, and
home care all of whom have different
aims and objectives and different
managers. What training is needed?
Education of G.Ps. in the true concept
of the P.H.C. Team and the importance
of the input of each merrtJer of the
team
The education of the members of primary
health care teams in terms of role
defini tion in order for the merrtJers to
learn to function as a team. Currently
there appears to be little corrolation
between the nursinG and medical
defini tions of the 'team'
Team philosophy; G.P.(F.P.C.), H.V ..
D.i'J.S. (Health Authority): S.\~. (local
Authori ty) - how many loyali ties can
each merrtJer ,Jork to?
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAM I"EM3ERSHIP
(7 s uggesti ons)
Further attacnments of C.P.Ns. and
Social \·Jorke rs to Primary Care Teams
Assessment of the Physiotherapist and
the Speech Therapist in the Community
Health Care Team. particularly relating
to Multiple Sclerosis and Cerebro-
Vascular Accidents
Development of paramedical support
in the Community. i.e. Physiotherapy.
Occupational Therapy
Research into the efficiency of
attaching a Social Worker. Psychiatric
COrmlunity Nurse to the Primary Health
Care Team and also some of the voluntary
organisations. for example Marriage
Guidance
Appointment of nursing personnel to
primary care teams: is there any
significant difference since selection
and allocation of community nursing
st aff has been carried out by a






















Answers to Question S
(!, s uggesti ons)
Appropriateness of primary health
cars team merrbership for various





















Revision of norms for staffing levels
and grades. inclUding those for
district nurses. health visitors •
and midwives
To explore the possibility of
providing a grid or matrix whereby
it was possible to plot staffing
requirements 'tailored' to the
locali ty. National norms do not




Early Hosp .-Dis charge rate
particularly related to the
handicapped and over 70 yr.olds
Socially deprived areas
Some means of measuring gaps in




The O.H.S.S. recommendations of ratios
of staff to population are out of date.
Little is known on measures to define
staffing leve Is. Planning allocation
of staff is rather hit and miss
High priority must be given to assessing
manpower needs in P.H.C. Teams. This
was highlighted in the pUblication of
the Frost Report. Our present methods
are not geared to meet the constantly
changing patterns of care prescribed
nor the concept of increased promotion
of posi ti ve health care to the community
at large
Measurement techniques for Community
vJorkload
The national guidelines on staffing
establishments and priorities exist
but do not necessarily reflect the
local need. The socio-economic factors
in a particular neighbourhood invariably
affect the work of the Community
Nursing staff. and I feel it is
important that a research project looks
at all agencies within a defined patch.
and enables them to explore how they
might work more effectively together
..




























Research into manpower development in
relation to the proposed 6% increase
for Community Nursing Services. Which
Authorities have achieved this target?
As the demand for Community Care is
constantly increasing and will continue
to do so, updated staffing norms
based among other features on the
balance of care between Hospital and
Home and current social and domestic
life styles, are urgently required in
order to support the case for adequate
staffing levels. This should be a
first priori ty
The levels of support required to
maintain more elderly, mentally
handicapped and mentally ill in the
community, as envisaged by the
Government
The effects of Mandatory District Nurse
Training on the service provided to
patients and the case loads carried by
colleagues of students and practical
work teachers
Impact of student nurse training using
the Nursing Care Plan on work patterns
in District Nursing and Health Visiting
and the manpCMer implications if any
Use of professional nursing skills in
the Community - are they what are
needed or is there another and possibly
more economi cal way?
Best use of available skilled resources
(i.e. trained D.N. and H.V.) to benefit
of patients and relatives, not doctors








Effectiveness in general of primary
health care teams
Has the primary care team increased
job satisfaction for all nurses
working in the community?
Have Primary Health Care Teams
reduced number of children starting
schools \~i th handicap/defects?
Do Community Nursing staff and other
members of Primary Care Team fulfil
the needs of patients and their care
in the Community from the general
public's point of view?
How many Health Authorities have
developed Primary Care Teams since
1974 and what funding has been made
availableJ
(5 suggestions)
Research needs to be undertaken to
re-evaluate the success of Primary
Health Care Teams, particularly in
view of the rising cost of staff and
travelling
Evaluation of various team structures
their preconditions and advantages as
well as disadvantages
The ways in which the work of the primary
health care teams can be shown to be
alleviating the need for hospital care
Are the needs of the patient/client
groups really being identi fied and

















Establish criteria for standards
of care
Does an increase in time spent in
travelling decrease the care
given to patients?
The variance of standards accepted
by Moslem patients and given by
Moslem doctors in relation to
their background cuI turn
(l suggestion)
Quality assurance tests. illustrating
the needs of patients
...





























Value of attachment schemes
compared to a geographical system
in terms of benefit to patient,
cost effectivess and use of
nursing staff time and resources
(6 suggestions)
Use of computers for statistical,
clinical and record keeping purposes
Research into a more sophisticated
communication scheme between
hospitals and community to
complement and eventually supersede
the various existing sytems
Value of the age/sex register and
the extent of its usage in
preventative care
(3 suggestions)
To identify within :.J\\n Practices
zoning and so combine Primary Health
Care Team caring and community needs.
This may possibly have better use of
manpOl,er
Should G.Ps. work within geographical
limitations/boundaries? Would this
alter the patient/G.P. 'contact' of
free choice?
Journey schedUling of community staff
to various parts of a District, e.g •
where community staff are attached
to primary health care teams. as many
as 2? different nurses can journey to
one housing estate on the same day.
Is this a p racti cal use of scarce
resources?
(13 suggestions)
Computer technology for quantitative
data collecting and measurement of
service provided. Primary Health Care
Team computer data base
Usage of computers for medical records
and the assembling and organising of
confidential data identifying patients
who are in groups requiring special
health surveillance
All G.P. records to be age/sex and
Diagnostic Linked that members of the
Primary Health Care Team could use
records efficiently for research and
Health Education projects
Research by a community nurse in
conjunction with the work of the
Professor of G.P. in drug therapy in
the community
To look at what areas of Practice
population are being served and are
all the needs covered etc •
The effects of unemployment on families
in the community, e.g. nutritional states,
growth, mental health, attitudes •••••
changing family pattern linked with
health
RECOROS/INFORMATIOfJ (Cont.)
Methods of collecting statistics ~Jhich
are:-
a) necessary
b) can be easily collected and collated
c) may be made use of by both nurses,
management an d fie Id st aff
Further study into communications within
the Comnunity Nursing Service. to include
the feasibility of a central communications
room or centre within each Health Distict













































Valuation of the use of two way radio
telephones for Community Nursing
staff to provide efficient channels
of communication and reduce
traV8l1ing costs, while enabling
prorrpt action to be taken in
eme rgen cies
C.S.S.D. in the Community (cost
effecti V8ness)
How many Authorities fund items of
equiprrent for Health Authority nurses
working in General Practice?
The effects treatrrent rooms have had
on casualty departrrents
Sorre real attempt to establish the
cost effectiV8ness of clerical/admin.
support for community nurses
(6 suggestions)
Aides available to Community Nursing
staff, inclUding equipment, transport.
communication systems and clerical
help
The anomaly between Hospital and
Communi ty care in the provision of
Medical Dressings and Equipment.
issued free by the Hospital Service
but usually only available on
prescription in the comnunity, at a
cost to patients between 16 and 65
years old
The cost effectiV8ness of using Glass
Insulin Syringes as compared to
disposables taking into account patient
needs




Answers to Question 5 Answers to Question 6
C.IS














Cost of basing Community Staff in
G.P. surgeries and the need to
reirrburse the G.P.
How cost effective are Health
Centres in relation to Clinics and
surgeries?
Are health centres being used to the
best advantage of the public?
Research would be useful into designs
of Health Centres and the effect
this has on communications bet\~een
members of the Primary Health Care
Team
(5 suggestions)
The relative value gained by D.Ns. and
H.Vs. being based at different
localities. e.g. home.G.Ps's surgeries.
clinics. etc.
To consider the basing of Fieldwork level
Social Services personnel in the same
premises as H.Vs. and D.N. staff as
a means of achieving good inter-
departmental liaison
The work of prevention and the
proper use of Health Centres. Le.
that they should be centres used for
the promotion of health not just for
treating of sickness
Designs of health centres and the effect
this has on communi cati ons bet\~een













Stress factor on staff of present
day t raffi c con di ti ons
Accident rate to staff
The effects of re-organisation of
the N.H.S. on nursing morale. Urgent
Why are the District Nursing Sisters
paid at a lower grade than Health
Visi tors when they have an equivalent:
















On the whole. why has there been so
little development?
Examination of the criteria which
determine who should be referred
to the community nursing service.
It is not always nursing need which
influences hospital staff or G.Ps.
to request the district nursing
service
Admissions Policies. - More
appropriate admissions policies which
make more viable and practical dis-
tinctions between various options •
e.g. Hospital or Social Services
establishments for the elderly and
handicapped
(11 suggestions)
The relationship between G.Ps. and
Senior Managers of the Local District
Health Authorities
The effectiveness of liaison between
Health and Social Service Departments
in de li ve ry of care
The liaison of Community Psychiatric
Nurses and Community Nurses - Mental
Handicap with Primary Health Care
Teams
Any research nee ds tot ake account of
inner city problems. as opposed to
other areas and the viability of schemes
in terms of possible staff recruitment





































00 patients communicate more easily
wi th doctors or with nurses?
Travel and telephone costs
Travel time, mileage cost
I''.otivational means of reversing
'Inequalities in Health', Black
Report 1960
Work of general medical practitioners
So much emphasis of research is on
the inner cities, the established
, depri ved areas'. There is deprivation
in rural areas probably aggravated
by the distances for people to travel
to services, Group Practices, Appointrrcnt
systems and the closure of small
rural units all add to the problems
in what on the surface are 'normal'
areas" The lack of co-ordinated L/A
Services like bus services - transport
generally adds to the p rob lems. A
cons tructi ve look at really rural
services would be an interesting project
General Practitioner attitude to
Primary Health Care
Transfer from Day Units to Community
Care
Patient IJepen den cy St udy within
Communi ty Nursing Service
A method of assessing patient
dependency would be paramount within
such research. With the introduction
of the Nursing Process we do have some
indicators at our disposal
Consumer view of services provided









































Letter to District Nursing Officers
(an identical letter was also sent to Regional Nursing Officers)
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We are undertaking the above project at the request of the Department of
Health and Social Security. The purpose of the project is to identify. describe.
and assess schemes involving developments in community nursing services within the
N.H.S. including in particular new approaches to co-operation between general
practitioners. and nurses in the provision of primary health care. The emphasis
is on schemes arising since 1974 or not already covered in existing reviews such
as 'Primary Health Care:- a review' by Donald Hicks (1976). and aims to cover
all schemes within the above terms of reference. not just published work or
those which were (or are) the subject of some research investigation.
The primary objective of the study will be to provide information to the
D.H.S.S. which will. be of assistance in formulating a long term strategy for
research and development in primary health care. It does of course elso have app-
lications in disseminating information about developments in aspects of primary
health care covered. both within the N.H.S •• and to research organisations.
We have undertaken a literature search, and are now seeking to identify
developments in community nursing which may not have been described in the
literature. and including both succeSSful. and unsuccessful developments. For
this purpose (and also to seek opinions on developments thought desirable or
gaps in knowledge about the effectiveness or appropriateness of any developments
alreadY instituted) we are sending a short questionnaire to District
Nursing Officers. professional bodies. research organisations. and others
thought likely to have an active interest in such developments.
We should be most grateful if you would complete this questionnaire or
arrange for the appropriate person in your organisation to do so. and
return it to us in the enclosed stamped addressed envelope. It would be most
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Developments in community nursing within primary health care teems:
e review
I wrote to you recently esking for your help in e survey we are undertaking
in connection with the above project which was commissioned by the Department of
Health end Social Security. So fer. we do not appeer to have received a reply
from your District - if this is in the post. we thank you very much for your
help end ask you to please disregard this letter.
We regret having to trolble you at such a difficult time fo11o..ing
rest.ucturing of the N.H.S. in April. When this research was commissioned it
was assumed. incorrectly as it turned out. that restructuring would involve
'minimal turbulence'.
We should be most grateful for your help in this enquiry as we are anxious
to have a complete picture of developments in community nursing in England -
so far we have received replies from two-thirds of those approeched.
The purpose of the project is to identify. des~ribe. and essess schemes
involving developments in community nursing services within the N.H.S •• inclUding
in partiCUlar new epproaches to co-operation between general practitioners and
nurses in the provision of primary health care. If there is any doubt as to
whether a scheme in your district is a 'development' or not. pleese include it -
we would like to hear ebout it.
One object of the study is to provide information to the D.H.S.S. which
will be of essistence in formulating a long term strategy for research and
development in primary heelth cere. Another aim of the project is to gather and
disseminate information ebout developments in aspects of primary health care
covered, both within the N.H.S •• end to research organisations.
I enclose another copy of our questionnaire and a stamped addressed
envelope. We should be most grateful if you could complete the questionnaire.
or errange for en eppropriate person in your organisation to do so. end return


















Health Services Research Unit, University of Kent
QUESTIONNAIRE ON
DEVELOPMENTS IN COMMUNITY NURSING WITHIN PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TEAMS
By community nursing developments (including clinical, educational, and
organizational) we mean those involving Health Authority community nursing staff,
such as:- District Nurses, Health Visitors, Domiciliary Midwives, and those
assisting them. We include also Practice Nurses, treatment room nurses, and
other nurses such as those with specialist responsibilities working within the
primary health care setting, and those functioning as nurse practLtioners or
~hysicians~ assistant&.. and research nurses working in a primary health care
setting in the imple~entation of developments (i.e., not merely doing research
as an observer of the developments) •
If there is any query when completing this questionnaire. please contact






1 • Name of organisation (e.g. D.H.A.)






























Have you (or your organisation) been associated with any schemes
involving developrrents in corrmunity nursing services. including in particI'lar
new approaches to co-operation between general practioners, and nurse5 ir,_
the provision of primary health care. If so could you give brief details? \48













Short description of [cheme







c) Was/is it the subject of any evaluation or other research?




















b) Where and when implemented
cl Was/is it the SUbject of any evaluation or other research?














Are there any other-schemes not. yet describsd in the literature.
i.e •• professional papers or journals or elsewhere. which you wish to
bring to our attention? - If so please would you give brief details. W9
have allowed room for two schemes - please continue on back of sheet if
more space is needed •















Where and when implemented
Person or organisation to contact for further information
Short description of seheme



















Person or organisation to contact for further information.
there any developments in community nursing which you would like to












































Are the~~-questions which you think need to be answered by research,
about past developments. i.e •• say in the last ten years. or possible
future develop~ents in community nursing?
Please indicate below the topic(s) within the sphere of developments of
community nursin~within or associated with primary health care teams, to
which in your opinion the highest priority should be given for undertaking
a 'research investigation.
Thank you for your help
